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I. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The content of this thesis is divided into two portions ; first is 
a presentation of properties of unbiased ratio estimators, a topic in 
the general area of finite population sampling theory that has received 
considerable recent attention, and the second part is a discussion of 
"optimum" sample designs for estimating variances, an old problem which 
apparently has not been investigated in the context of survey sampling. 
Of major importance in sampling theory and survey design are 
problems bearing on the utilization of information related to a popula­
tion characteristic that is to be estimated from sample data. Such 
related information may be employed in different ways: grouping units 
in the population (stratification), assigning probabilities to units 
for sampling, or the related information may be used in the formula for 
the estimator of the population parameter of interest. In particular, 
ratio estimators are formulas that make use of values of auxiliary 
variables whose population mean is known along with data on the vari­
able whose mean is to be estimated. 
Let y denote the characteristic whose population mean Y is to be 
estimated, and let x be a variable with known mean X. The estimator 
'y = yX/x, where y and x are sample means, i.e., y = ^%y^, x = 
sample size n, is commonly used to estimate Y. Formulas for the bias 
and variance of this estimator in terms of the population parameters of 
the distribution of the Y^ and X^ have only been obtained as approxi­
mations for large samples. However, *y is known to be biased, with the 
2 
bias decreasing for increasing sample size. In many situations the 
bias may be small relative to the standard deviation of the estimate 
and can be ignored for practical purposes. But in survey designs 
involving small samples from many strata the combined bias in y may 
assume more serious proportions. For it can be shown that if the bias 
in"y for each stratum has the same sign, the bias in the estimated 
population mean will be approximately constant and equal to the average 
bias for individual strata, whereas the standard deviation of the over­
all estimate decreases by a factor of (where L is the total 
number of strata). Such considerations as these have stimulated inves­
tigation of estimation methods which are appropriate for small samples. 
Several years ago a fairly simple unbiased estimator was proposed 
which was based on ratios. This unbiased ratio-type estimator arose 
[9] through rewriting the definition of covariance so that the expecta­
tion of a ratio of random variables could be stated explicitly, to wit, 
The primary concern of this thesis is to present some properties 
of the estimator y1 in its simplest form above, and to develop the 
Then, evidently, we have the relation 
where r^ = y^/x^ > r = n = sample size. 
This led to the unbiased estimator for Y, 
y '  = s  +  i f ^ i y  •  
3 
for stratified and two-stage sample designs. Estimation of variances 
is of secondary interest in this thesis—some formulas for variance 
estimates are given in Appendix B. 
As previously indicated the principal objection to the traditional 
ratio of means estimator *y stems from uncertainty regarding its exact 
bias and variance for small samples. Consequently the approach adopted 
here is to work out precisely the variances and estimation formulas by 
techniques appropriate for sampling from finite universes with any 
given sample size. Except for a few special cases the exact formulas 
have proved to be cumbersome and complex, but approximations have 
nevertheless been resisted in the main. At the points where develop­
ments of the estimator y1 are discussed and compared with other esti­
mation formulas the usual approximations are employed with resulting 
simplification. 
The covariance identity and the unbiased estimator y' appeared in 
a note [9]. It was also shown there that the covariance identity leads 
directly to an upper bound for the bias in "y. 
jfiias in *y J V(x) 
This note contained an approximate variance formula for y1 derived by 
X i~x  y ± -Y  
expansions of Ax. = and Ay. = : 
1 X 1 Y 
,0 
V(y') * i Y2' V(x) V(y) 2Cov(xy) i 
x2 ---2 " 
+ 
Y" XY 
This formula, which contains all terms up to and including those of 
third degree, is the same as the approximate formula for V(y) derived 
in the same manner for terms up to and including the quadratics. 
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Goodman and Hartley [6] presented a variance formula for y1 that 
is exact for an infinite population (N»n), and gave an estimation 
procedure for the variance together with a shortcut based on splitting 
the sample into two or more parts. In that paper conditions on the 
slope of the population regression line of y on x were obtained under 
which y! will have lower variance than y .  
An exact variance formula for y', appropriate for sampling without 
replacement from a finite universe, was given in a paper by Robson 
[14]. Robson arrived at his results through application of multi­
variate symmetric functions. (Robson's development of multivariate 
symmetric functions and polykays will be reviewed belov.) In this 
paper the variance formula for y' is stated precisely but in terms of 
symmetric means which makes comparison with other formulas difficult. 
Unbiased ratio estimators in stratified sampling were investigated 
by Nieto de Pascual [13]. Nieto constructed three types of estimators. 
The first is a weighted sum over strata of the estimator y' computed 
individually within each stratum. It is the same as the "separate" 
estimator developed independently in this thesis, except that Nieto's 
formulas for the estimator and its variance are given for sampling a 
constant number of units with replacement in all strata, while in this 
thesis the results are stated for sampling without replacement with 
varying sample sizes. 
Nieto1s second estimator is based on sampling a single unit from 
each stratum, replacing the units so drawn, and then repeating the pro­
cess until k units are selected from each stratum. Through this 
sampling device he was able to achieve an estimator formed with ratios 
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of means of y1 s to x's for each stratum.. Nieto gave conditions similar 
to the Goodman and Hartley results on the population regression lines 
of y on x under which the y'-type estimates would have lower variance 
than their y analogs. 
Nieto's third estimator arises from the notion that in. a single 
stratum 
Cov(k-5) * k Cov (riV 
so that ^ X + •£—j- (y-rx), where x, y, r are estimates over all strata, 
x 
is an approximately unbiased estimator of Y, with about the same preci­
sion as the yf analog. 
In a recent monograph Mickey [11] developed a broad class of 
unbiased regression-type estimators for sampling without replacement 
from a finite population. The foundation of Mickey's work lies in a 
conditional probability argument using part of the sample to estimate a 
regression coefficient, and the entire sample to estimate means. An 
unbiased regression type of estimator is then formed and averaged over 
all partitions of the sample elements. Mickey showed that the estimator 
y' is a member of this wider class of estimators and is perhaps one of 
the more useful ones due to its relative simplicity. 
The value of estimators of the y' kind is uncertain. Although not 
so simple computationally as the standard ratio estimators, they are in 
the realm of feasibility. Some of their important characteristics can 
be determined precisely as will be demonstrated in this thesis, an 
advantage not shared by some conventional estimators. The utility of 
y' will probably depend on experience in practical situations when there 
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are reservations about using y or other methods of estimation. Should 
the y' estimator prove unsatisfactory as a practical statistical tool, 
it will have served a valuable purpose by stimulating investigation of 
related estimation problems. 
The formulas in sections 2 and 4 of Part A of this thesis were 
derived several years ago using formal longhand notation. Lists of iden­
tities connecting trivariate power sums and symmetric functions were 
laboriously drawn up as the work went along. With the appearance of 
Robson1s paper [14] it became clear that presentation of the results 
would be greatly shortened and simplified by employing the relatively 
brief partitional notation of symmetric functions. Although the change 
in notation has entailed a virtual reworking of all the formulas in 
sections 2 and 4, the duplication enabled a thorough check on the inter­
mediate steps as well as on final formulas. Furthermore, the change pro­
vided impetus to tabulate the aforementioned identities in a manner that 
may have general usage. These tabulations appear in Appendix A. 
The results of Part A and to some extent of Part B depend upon 
operations with symmetric functions. Section 1 of Part A is a presenta­
tion of the notation with examples of how it is used in both parts of 
this thesis. 
The tables of David and Kendall [4] published in Biometrika, which 
give univariate augmented symmetric functions in terms of power sums and 
vice versa, were used as a basis of operating on the sample statistics 
encountered in this thesis. Sukhatme's tables [16] provide equivalent 
conversions up to and including weight 8 for monomial symmetries. These 
were tried and abandoned since it was felt that exposition would be 
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clearer without the constant denominators of the monomials. It might be 
noted that the terminology of Kendall has undergone a slight revision. 
In his text book [10], where some of the Biometrika tables are repro­
duced, Kendall called functions like 
"augmented" symmetric functions, while in the Biometrika reference they 
are called "monomial" functions. In a later set of tables in Biometrika 
[4] these same functions were referred to as "augmented monomial" 
functions. 
In a recent paper [14] Robson has extended the concepts connecting 
generalized k-statistics (polykays) and symmetric functions from the 
univariate case to a multidimensional population. Robson generalized 
rules given by Tukey [20, 21] for multiplication of symmetric means and 
for expressing multivariate polykays in terms of symmetric means and 
vice versa. The vector notation used by Robson suggested the notational 
extension of the David and Kendall tables which appears in this thesis. 
The second purpose of this thesis is to examine the estimation of 
variances in sample designs where the total sample has been allocated to 
strata or stages according to procedures for obtaining "optimum" 
estimates of population means or totals. As an illustration consider a 
stratified sample design with the familiar allocation of total sample to 
the individual strata in proportion to the product of stratum size and 
standard deviation. It is shown in most textbooks on sampling (see, 
e.g., [1, 5, 8, 17], that the variance of the usual estimate of a 
population mean or total is minimized for fixed total sample size if 
X 1  . . .  X rl> x'1 . & & .. x* x& 
q r u v 
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such an allocation is employed. But what of the estimate of the 
variance of the mean? Does one pay a penalty for optimum mean estima­
tion or is such allocation for the variance estimate also optimum or at 
least near optimum? This is a problem of perhaps less significance than 
finding properties of an estimate of a mean or total. But it is a 
relevant question whose answer would add to the understanding of the 
principles of sample allocation. 
In Part B two well-known instances of "optimum" sample allocation 
(stratification and two-stage sampling) are discussed in terms of the 
effects of the given allocation scheme on estimating the variance of the 
usual estimate of the mean. 
The optimum allocation for estimating a mean in stratified sampling 
is due to Tschuprow [19], and was later independently discovered by 
Neyman [12]. These writers have shown that sample sizes distributed 
over strata in proportion to strata size and standard deviation is the 
"best" allocation for estimation of a mean when the estimator is the 
usual weighted sum of strata means. 
The simple rule for allocating a subsample in a two-stage design 
was apparently published first by Shewhart [15] and Tippett [18] at about 
the same time. They have shown that for a variance and cost function 
like 
C = c^n + c?nm, 
where n is the number of primary units sampled, m is the number of 
elements sampled within each selected primary unit, and C is the total 
9 
cost, the variance of the estimate is minimized for 
Estimation of the variance of the sample mean for cases where 
finiteness of the population can be ignored is ordinarily accomplished 
2 2 by using the formula s^/nm, where s^ is the between unit mean square 
from the sample analysis of variance. There is an extensive literature 
on estimation of variance components for nested models suitable for the 
discussion herein. (See, e.g., [2, 7].) However, there has apparently 
been no previous direct attack on finding the variance of the mean 
2 
square s^ itself, a step that was necessary in section 2 of Part B . 
After appropriate adjustments the results given there agree with Tukey's 
findings [22] for variances of variance components for finite popula­
tions . 
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II. ON TWO PROBLEMS IN SAMPLING THEORY 
A. Unbiased Ratio Estimation 
1. Notational System 
Units in a finite universe of size N are indexed 1, 2, ..., N, and 
a quantitative characteristic y associated with each unit is indicated 
by Y^, Y^, . . ., Y^j. Observations on units in a sample of size n are 
given in lower case letters, y^, y^, ..., y , the subscripts showing the 
order of the draw and not associated with the population indexes. Means, 
totals, and other moments for the population of y's are shown in the 
usual manner, as, for example, 
M 
Y
-
Sy " M<YiV 
Sample means, totals, and other moments have analogous expressions with 
lower case letters and n replacing N. 
In writing product sums it will be convenient to abbreviate 
restrictions on subscripts. To illustrate, 
Z yiyjyk 
means the sum over all permutations of i, j, and k, such that i^j^rk. 
In Part A we shall employ a partitional notation for symmetric 
functions in three variables similar to that used by Robson [14], which 
is a simple extension of the David and Kendall notation for one variable. 
There will be occasion in Part B to use the univariate symmetric 
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functions whose properties will be reviewed first. The univariate 
augmented symmetric functions are defined as 
|1 i'i :'j' • • -y* • • •>'!> 
and are abbreviated by 
where there are a^ repetitions of p^. a^ repetitions of p^, etc. Then, 
for example, 
% yiyjyk " [2l2] 
* 3 
ZL yiyi = [3i] 
T 
For random sampling from an infinite universe with a sample size 
of n units 
E[p*'p*». . .p*v] = n(n-l) . . . (n-\'ffl)Mlp1M!p2. . .M'pv 
v 
where w = ^ a , the brackets with the overstroke denotes the function 
1 
^ p 
summed over all permutations of the subscripts to n, and E(y_* ) = M'p^ 
The one-part power sums 
(p) = /Ly? = [p] 
are special cases of the symmetric functions. Multiplication of square 
bracket functions is ordinarily carried out by writing the square 
brackets in terms of the round brackets, although Tulcey [21] has given 
rules for multiplying symmetric functions directly without reverting 
to one-part power sums. The David and Kendall tables [3], giving the 
symmetries in terms of power sums and vice versa, were used in Part B 
of this thesis. 
Consider now the case of sampling in two stages. The symmetric 
functions are easily extended to cover this situation. Suppose that n 
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primary sampling units are drawn from an infinite universe of primary 
units, and that within each selected primary unit m elements are 
drawn from an infinite number of elements. Let y^ denote the value 
of the observation of the j-th element in the i-th primary unit. Outer 
brackets, either round or square, will designate symmetric functions 
over the primary units, and inner brackets will be used for functions 
over elements within a primary sampling unit. Then, for example, 
- c<2)) = [[%]], 
= ([2l2]) = [[212]], 
5L (^'ijyikyiq^ 
Z {(^ ygjygk)( ^ yhr)( ^ yiq}} = [[l2];[1];[l]] • 
The David and Kendall tables may be used for breaking down the 
expressions encountered in two-stage sampling by operating first on the 
outer brackets and then on the inner brackets. An illustration of the 
technique follows. 
% = ((1)^ )((1))2 
= [(I)4] + 2[(1)3;(1)] + L(i)2 ;(1)2] 
+ [(l)2 ; (1);(1)] 
The second line comes directly from the David and Kendall table for 
2 
weight 4 by referring to the entry for (2)(1) . The interior 
expressions are treated in the usual manner and are kept inside the 
outer square brackets. 
The trivariate augmented symmetric functions are defined by 
*>" x?» y!*' r^ "x?> yt>» rfy' x^ 'y^ 'rV' 
-fp i, H  ^H VXK xk 
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and are abbreviated by 
[(p„p„ ^ W»? p.,p,.) ^  > 
where there are a^ sets p# jd pj{, a^ sets etc. Then for example, 
2E. 4xjrk = [(200) (100) (001)] 
S. x r x r = [(101)2]. 
:j: 1 1 J J 
For random sampling without replacement, with a sample of n units 
from a universe of N units, 
E[ (p
., 
- N(N-i):::<H-rtî)[(p„p„p„)a(v,,p»>• • • (p»v»>] 
where w = a^, the brackets with the overstroke denote the function 
summed over all permutations of subscripts to n, while the brackets on 
the right without the overstroke is the corresponding expression for the 
universe. 
The one-part power sums 
<plp2p3) " - UP1P2P3)] 
are convenient expressions when summarizing formulas. Tables giving 
the [ ]'s in terms of the ( )'s and vice versa up to and including 
weight 4 are given in Appendix A. 
The natural relationships among the particular variables involved 
in this investigation permit simplifying restatements of some of the 
symmetric functions and power sums. Since 
yi 
we have x.r. = y^ 
14 
=1^1 = 
2 
x.r. = x.y., and so forth, ii ii 
Thus (101) becomes (010) in a power sum or in a [ ] expression. These 
simplifications are noted in the appendix tables. 
For stratified and two-stage sampling outside brackets will be 
added. Operations on the outside brackets may be accomplished by 
reference to a table for univariate symmetric functions. 
2. Variance of y' 
To find the variance of y" we write 
+ N(n-l)1 (1) 
V(y') = E(y')2 - Y2 
E(y')2 = E|X2;2 + p^îf>(y2 - + ;2;2) + - ^2j 
The various terms may be dealt with individually, simplified, and then 
combined. 
E(r2) = -2 E f(001)2lr 
n I J 
= -2 E |[(0Ô1)2] + [0Ô2]"l 
n ^ J 
(Internal parentheses will be omitted when there is no loss of meaning.) 
E<x2;2) - [(ooi)2] + f [002]j 
= ((001)2 - (002)) + a (002)] 
- (100)2(001)2 + (100)2(002) (2) 
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Since (100)2[(002)] = (100)Z(002) 
= [020]+[(200)(002)]+2[(Oil)(100)]+[(100)2(002)] 
and (100)2[(001)2] = (100)2 f-(002)+(001)2] = -(100)2(002)+(100)2(001)2 
= 2[(110)(001)]+[(200)(001)2]+4[(100)(010)(001)] 
+2[(010)2]+[(100)2(001)2] 
we have the following expression in terms of the [ ]1 s only. 
E(X2r2) = ^  | [020]+[(200)(002)]+2[(011)(100)]+[(100)2(002)]^ 
+ (2[ (HO) (001) ]+[ (200) (001)2]+2[ (010)2] 
+4[(100)(010)(001)]+[(100)2(001)2]} (3) 
The expected values of the remaining terms are obtained in a similar 
manner. 
E(y2) = ^E £(010)2} = ^XE[[020] + [(010)2]] 
E<y2) = N%S{i[0201 + [(010>2]) <4) 
" 
(020) + (010)2} <5) 
E(xyr) = ^ 3E j(100)(010)(001)j 
" - §mS)'(ÏÏ[02°1 + ïï(Eîi t (110) <001)1 
+ [(°1°)2] +§c^ î) Konxioo)] 
+ H(â-lj(^ 2) 1 d°0) (010> (°01>1} <6> 
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Converting to power sums the expression above may be written as 
- 
E(^ } 
- - - Tier»+ 
+(ïï^ ï} - §{5^ |})(n0)(00i)+(0i0)2+(0ii)(i00)) 
+ K(N^)(K-2) (100)(010)(001)] (7) 
Next is the term involving E(x^r^) = ^ Ej( 100)2(001)2J. Using the 
Appendix tables and taking expectations directly we find that 
^^
E<;2;2> " ^"(n-Vff 10201 +ÏÏ(FU t (200) (002)] 
+ 2;$-ij [(no)(ooi)] + [(on)(loo)i 
+ 5(El)M[(200>(001>21 +W(ë)(^y[(  100)2(002)1 
+ Tï^ ï} C(010)2] + ^ l)(^ 2) [(100) (010) (001)] 
+ f(^u(F§(r§[<100)2(001>2]} C8) 
In terms of the power sums this expression is evaluated as 
iW e<;2;2) - H^ïy* X 
f/n 7n(n-l) 12n(n-l)(n-2) 6n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)\ 
UN N(N-l) N(N-l) (N-2) N(N-l) (N-2) (N-3)  K } 
Yn^H _ 2n(n-l)(n-2) n(n-l) (n-2) (n-3) ] ,,00) C002) 
yN(N-l) N(N-l)(N-2) + N(N-l)(N-2)(N-3)) ^ UU){UUl) 
+(^ 0 - '«oiliK^ j + ^ §^§Eg)^ ii°)(001)+(011)(100^  
4(N:IJ(S-2J - :(:: i) JG-2 J &f) (T2O°> <°OI) 2+< I°°)2(°°2>) 
+ (continued) 
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f2n(n-1) 4n(n-l)(n-2) 2n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)\ fQ1QN2 
^ N(N-l) N(N-l)(N-2) N(N-l)(N-2)(N-3) / 
+ (t(N:l)(::2) - ("O) (010) (001) 
+ (i"o)2(ooi)2} (9) 
The next term contains 
E(yï) = ^ .E ^(010) (001)| = [Oil] + [(010) (001)] j 
Since (100)[(010)(001)] = - (100)(Oil) + (100)(010)(001) 
= [(110)(001)]+[(010)2]+[(100)(010)(001)]  
and (100)[Oil] = (100)(Oil) = [020] + [(Oil)(100)] 
then 2N(n-if E(yJ) = f^l) {[020) + UOUXIOO)]"^ 
+ |j|[(110)(001)]+t(010)2]+[ (100)(010)(001)1 (10) 
Also, converting to power sums and collecting terms yields 
B<^ " " #(w) (100><011) 
+ #(#4) (100)(010)(001)| (11) 
2 
The final term in E(y1) contains 
E(xr2) = -ijE |(1Ô0)(0Ô1)2J 
= I3[a 
n3 IN » 
[onl + 2â(K-lj [<010)(00D] + §(kTI} [(100)(002)] 
+ %:ixl2) [(i°°)(ooi)2]} 
As before a series of round-to-square bracket conversions, appro­
priate multiplications, and collection of terms leads to the desired 
expression. We have 
(100)[011] = (100)(011) = [020] + [(011)(100)] 
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(100)[(010)(001)] = -(Oil)(100) + (100)(010)(001) 
= [ (110)(001)3  +  [ (010) 2 ]  +  [ (100)(010)(001)]  
(100) [(100)(002)] = -(Oil)(100) + (100)2(002) 
= [(200)(002)] + [(Oil)(100)] + [(100)2(002)] 
(100)[(100)(001)2]  = 2(011)(100) -  2(100)(010)(001) -  (100)2(002) 
+(100)2(001)2  
= [ (200)(001) 2 ]  +  2[ (100)(010)(001)]  
+ [(100)2(001)2]  
ih
"= 
E(ij2>=fSSH) {[o2o] + [<oii)(ioo)i1 
| [ (110) (001) ]+[ (010)2]+[ (100) (010) (001) fj-
^ | [(200)(002)]+[(Oil)(100)]+[(100)2(002)]j 
N3(N-2)n(2[ (1°0) (°10) (001)]+[ (200) (001)2] 
+[(100)2(001)2]]  (12) 
The last term expressed as power sums is 
E(Î;2> 
• SVSHY {(F - coiiuioo) 
+(f(£î} " §§5îKiS)(2(i00X0i0)<00i)+(i00)2(004 
+ SjSiiuS:2) doo)2(ooi)2} eu) 
In each of the preceding steps the individual terms appearing in 
2 E(y')'' have been expressed both as power sums and in terms of the [ ]1 s. 
At this point we shall indicate the correspondence between Robson1s 
variance formula for y ' , which is given in terms of the [ ]'s, and 
19 
then move on to reduce the formula to ordinary mean moments and product 
moments. At the latter stage it is convenient to operate with the 
( )1 s rather than the [ ]'s. Hence the set of alternate statements 
2 for the terms in E(y') . 
Collecting terms in formulas (3), (4), (6), (8), (10), and (12), 
subtracting Y2 = [020] +^.[(010)2], and reducing the coefficients 
leads to the following formula for V(y') which is identically equal 
to Robson's formula. Compensation for slight notational differences 
is necessary in the comparison because of Robson's use of symmetric 
means rather than the augmented symmetric functions employed here. The 
only essential difference is that Robson's symmetries contain divisors, 
whereas our "square brackets" do not. The grouping and reduction yields 
V( y ' )  =  M f [020]  +wtiy [(200)(002)] - [(110)(001)] 
+((N-l)(N-2) " N(N-2) (n-l)j [<200)(001) ] 
- N(N-2)(n-l) [d00)2(002)] 
+(L(N-l)(n-l) - NTrV(01°)2] 
+((N-l)(N-2) " N(N-I) (N-2) (n-1)) ^ (10°^ ^°10^  (°01^  
+^ N(N-2)(N-3)(n-l) " N(N-l)(N-2) (N-3^ ^(100) (001) jj(14) 
As it stands the variance formula (14) derives its principal 
utility from the fact that an unbiased estimator of variance is easily 
constructed by substituting sample bracket expressions for the 
population brackets in the formula and applying appropriate constant 
multipliers. Variance estimates are given in Appendix B. The variance 
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formula in its present form is not a convenient expression for 
comparison with variances of other estimators. In order to make it so 
2  - 2  
we shall consider the individual terms in E(y') - Y as they are 
expressed as power sums. The approach is to identify each power sum as 
a part of a mean or product moment (actually as a part of a sum of 
squares or sum of products), and then to form combinations that 
represent moments and product moments. 
Before working through the next development it will be useful to 
note how the sums of squares and products appear when written in the 
( )'s notation. 
(N-l)Sy = (020) -
(N-l)S2 = (200) - -^1^-
(N-l)S2 = (002) -
(N-l)Sxy = (110) - (100)(010) 
(N-l)S = (101) - <1M)(001) = _ (100)(001) 
xr N N 
(»-i)syr , (Oil) - X0102X0011 
Collecting the round bracket terms from (2), (5), (7), (9), (11), 
- 2  
and (13), subtracting Y , and simplifying the coefficients slightly 
gives the following alternative statement of the variance of the 
estimator y1. 
V<Y') - sy2)%-3)n":'))(020> <A) 
+ (continued) 
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+ (1 + (N„1)2 + 2^+2FC|^„M^)(010)2 (B) 
+ {l - + {f§§S)<200) (002) <C) 
+ (^F- C5^§V200)<001)2 <D) 
+(^l - (i^x^t - ^ + 2(FÏ)(£§)(100)2(002) (e) 
+ (ojr$- 4ëx#+ (EfnE|)<100'2<001'2 <F> 
«('"H"31 - + 2jS:2K«-1) - ^ÎKEB)<ioo)<<>") (« 
«((n'1^ r2) - W2- 2cS:2>(g:lj+ 2js:i)(S:22j)<i0°xoi°)(°oi) m 
+2(("-2HN-3) _ (N L) + 2[G:^G:^)(U0)(001) (I) (15') 
For convenience the coefficients of the round bracket expressions 
in V(y') are named A, B, C, I, excluding the outside factor 
N-l 
——rr- . The first two terms are combined to give 
Nn(n-l) 6 
{«(N-D - "VIKN-')1"3']^-1^2 (A) 
(the expression in braces will be referred to as (a) ) with a remaining 
2 
term in (010) 
- %#4<°i°)2 C) 
The coefficient of this remainder is denoted by B'. 
We note that 
(N-D2sV , (200)(002) - mmmi2. imàmi + mûïmîi2 
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The next four terms with coefficients C, D, E, and F may then be written 
Sx Sr <b> 
with remaining terms 
{iSf - + 5 - + fe-zfe-B)']'2"")'00»2 (»') 
fn-2 (n-2)(n-: 
|N-2 " (N-2)(N-: 
n-2)(n-3) 1, 
(N-2)(N-3)y 
f(n-l)X 2(n-l)(n-2) (n-2)(n-3) 1 2(n-2) 
((N-l)x (N-l)(N-2) (N-2)(N-3) N Nl(N-2] 
" ^(N-2)(K-3)}<100>2<001'2 <F'> 
•3± n-l (n-l)3*. 2(n-l) (n-2) 1 2(n-2) 
•3) " N-l " (N-l)1 (N-l)(N-2) N " N(N-2) 
+ K(Â?^(°'--"^(I00)2(002) <E') 
+ „ - 2) 
Two more identities are noted 
(N-l) X2S2 = (100)2(002) - (100M001) 
and (N-l) R2S2 = (200) (001)2 -
Then terms with coefficients D1, E', and F1 combine to form 
I f(n-l)1* 2(n-l) (n-2) (n-2) (n-3) 1 . 2(n-2) (n-2) (n-3) 
|(N-1)V (N-l) (N-2) (N-2) (N-3) N1"*" Nl(N-2) N*(N-2)(N-3) 
2(n-l) 2(N-1)(n-2)(n-3) n-l (n-lf 
Nx ™ Nl(N-2) (N-3) " N(N-l) " N(N-l) 
2(n-l)(*~2^ j(100)2(nni^-
1. 
+ 
'
(100> (001)
" 
(F,,) 
The identities 
(N-Dxsyr , (loo)con) - 'loo)(01°)(ooi) 
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and (N-l)RSxy = (001)(110) - (100)(010)(001) 
indicate combination of the last three terms in (15'). 
" 
iai^îTi + - 2{^^5§}(«-»XSyr (e) 
+2{(l"(«-")3) ' (n'1) + 1MM|(B-1)RSxy (£) 
f(n-l)(n-2) (n-2)2 2(n-2)(n-3) 2(n-l)(n-2) 2(n-2)(n-3) 
\ (N-l) (N-2) (N-2)(N-3) (N-l)(N-2) N(N-2) 
+ N(::,)(n:3) - mlw-ll - - ^rjdOOXOLOJCOOl) (H') 
A further identity is needed to absorb the term indicated by B1. 
(N-l)YSxr = (OlO)^ - |(100)(010)(001) 
Then B1 and H1 may be consolidated with a remainder H". 
{ 
Ç2(n-l)(n-2) 2(n-2)2 4(n-2)(n-3) 4(n-l)(n-2) . 4(n-2)(n-3) 
I (N-l) " (N-2) " N(N-3) N(N-2) N(N-2) 
2(n-l)(n-3) 2(n-l) 1 (n-l)2 2(n-2)2 (n-l) 
N(N-l) N N N N(N-2) N 
What remain finally are the two terms with coefficients F" and H" which 
may be dealt with through the following combination. 
H'!(100) (010) (001) + Ft:(100)2(001)2 = - F" (100) (001)[N(010) - (100) (001^ 
+ (NF" + Ht!^ (100) (010) (001) 
It is shown in the next paragraph that (NF" + H") vanishes identically 
i + < - i > 2 + + < • - »  -
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so that the final term in V(y') is, after simplification of F", 
4 - m# - ^  <» 
An expression for V(y') stated in terms of variances and covariances 
of the x's, y's, and r's is written by assembling the various terms 
obtained through the process above. In brief form we have 
V(y') 
N^n(n-l) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
aS + b(N-l)S S + cR S + dX S + 2eXS 
y x r x r yr 
+ 2fRS + gYS + hXRS 
xy ° xr xr } 
A further consolidation may be accomplished by factoring the last 
two terms. 
gYSxr + hXRSxr - gSsr(ï + h)xKS:;r 
= (N-l)gS^ +^ + h)xRS, 
and & + h = - + (n-l) (n-2) _ SlBlll + (n-2) (n-3) N(n-l)(n-2) 
N N N N-l N(N-2) (N-l)(N-2) 
(N-l)2(n-2)(n-3) 
N(N-2)(N-3) 
= k, say. 
Then the variance formula that emerges after this rather lengthy process 
of factoring and consolidation is 
V(y') = N^"1')—(aS2 + b(N-l)S2S2 + cR2S2 + dX2S2 
+ 2eXS^ + ZfRS^y + (N-l)gS^ + kXRS 1 (15) 
Some important special situations bearing on the interpretation of the 
variance formula will be treated in the next section. 
To close out the development of formula (15) it is necessary to 
show that the constant terms indicated by NF" + H" are identically zero. 
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The process is one of straightforward reduction, the major steps of 
which are sketched below. 
F" is simplified first. The fourth, fifth, and seventh terms in 
F" remain as written: 
_ 1 , 2(n-2) 2(n-l) 
2 2 2 
N N (N-2) N 
Combine the first, second, and last three terms to give 
(n-l)2 _ 2(n-l)(n-2) _ (n-l) _ (n-l)2 + 2(n-l)(n-2) 
(N-l)2 (N-l)(N-2) N(N-l) N(N-l)2 N(N-l)(N-2) 
= (n-l)2 _ (n-l)(n-2) _ (n-l) _ (n-l)2 _ (n-l)(n-2) 
(N-l)2 N(N-l) N(N-l) N(N-l)2 (N-l)(N-2) 
(n-l)(n-2) 
(N-l)(N-2) 
The remaining three terms yield the combination 
n-2) (n-3) L _ 1 _ 2(N-1)\ (N-l)2(n-2) (n-3) 
N-2)(N-3) \ N2 N2 / N2(N-2)(N-3) 
X 
(  
Then NF" with a change of sign appears in the form indicated by (h) 
above. Next, NF" + H" is written out after first cancelling the terms 
in and |. 
vrptt , H„ = 2(n-l) (n-2) _ 2(n-2)2 4(n-2)(n-3) 4(n-l)(n-2) 
N-l N-2 N(N-3) N(N-2) 
4(n-2)(n-3) 2(n-l)(n-3) (n-l)2 2(n-2)2 n-l 
N(N-2) " N(N-l) N N(N-2) N 
(n-2)(n-3) n(n-l) N(n-l)(n-2) 2(n-2) 
N(N-2) " N-l " (N-l)(N-2) N(N-2) 
, (N-l)2(n-2)(n-3) 
N(N-2)(N-3) (16) 
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The fourth, fifth, eighth, tenth, and thirteenth terms, each with a 
factor of , reduce to 
(n-2)(9n-15) . 
M(N-2) { } 
The first, sixth, seventh, ninth, and eleventh terms unite to give 
(n-l)(n-2)(2N-3) . 
N(N-l) Uti; 
The second, third, and fourteenth terms combine into 
- scSif} j»<°-l>+3(n-3)] (19) 
After combining (17) and (19) and picking up the twelfth term in (16) we 
obtain 
NF„ , = -(n-l)(n-2)(N-6) (n-l)(n-2)(2N-3) N(n-l)(n-2) 
N(N-2) N(N-l) (N-l)(N-2) 
= -(n-l)(n-2)|^ |y - + (N-l) (N-2) ] 
When placed over a common denominator the numerator within the brackets 
vanishes, which was to be shown, and which completes the development of 
the variance formula for the estimator y'. 
3. Interpretation and Discussion of V(y') 
Although expression (15) is a fairly concise statement of the 
sampling variance of the estimator y', the complexity of the 
coefficients still prevents immediate interpretation of the formula. In 
order to obtain expressions suitable for comparison with variances of 
other estimators we shall first consider the case for samples of size 
two (n=2). In addition to providing an expression of comparative 
simplicity, the case of n=2 has validity in its own right since it is 
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just this kind of small sample situation that leads to doubtful results 
Ai 
for the ratio estimator y. 
An alternative approach is to assume that n/N may be ignored. An 
examination of V(y') under such conditions lends support to approxi­
mations derived in other manners. 
a. V(y') for n = 2. When n is set equal to 2 in formula (15) the 
coefficients readily simplify to the following expressions. 
a = N 2e = 
N-l 
b = 1 2f = -2 
c = (N-l)g = N-3 
, _ (2N-1) . _ -2 
= %(N_1)2 = B(N-l) 
2 
The outside factor becomes . Then the variance formula, still a 
2N 
precise result, assumes the simplified form below. 
V(y') = + ^ S2S2 - x2s2 + XS=112R2s2 + M xs 
2N y 2N X r 2N r 2N x  ^
RS + (M~3) (N-l) s2 - Szi XRS (20) 
N ** 2N Xr H2 Xr 
A criterion for comparison of y' with the simple mean y is the 
result of the following proposition. 
Suppose that 2/N can be ignored. The following condition implies 
that y' will have lower variance than y. 
C RX ( n 
pxy>25- -:(cr<1+pL> + 1\ <2» 
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Rxy = sTlF ' fir = SIT 
x y ' x r 
S S S 
and C = , C = —^  , C = — 
X X y Y r R 
Proof comes from setting V(y) - V(y') ^ 0. 
s2 s2 s2s2 x2s2 R2S2 
»<J) - V(y') - f - J - -£f+ -jE - -j5 - ^ yrSySr 
2 2 2 
+ Ro S S - PxrSxSr + &R4 S S |xy x y N |xr x r 
If V(y)-V(y') > 0, then 
>2S2(1 + p2 
x r r xr' A br x _ Txr x r tyr y r 
or p > L-±^ - + 
I xy 
,2(1 _2 
2RS 
X  
XRp S S | X p  i , r
2 N 1 N 
xY 
r 
X p  S 
txr r j Xû s rvr r 
NRS S 
x y 
NS 
y 
NRS 
X  y y 
The last three terms on the right hand side of the previous line may be 
factored and written as 
I XRC 1 r 
N S y 
p .fr 
RS RR C 
X  
The second term on the right hand side of the inequality on ^  is 
RS , XRC 
x _ _1 x 
2S ~ 2 S y y 
Comparison of the two lines above shows that the first is of order 2/N 
times the second and can therefore be dropped in this discussion. The 
result in (21) follows by simple rearrangement. 
b. V(y') for N large. We assume that such terms as 1/(N - i), 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3, may be disregarded. Under these conditions the general 
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variance formula (15) takes on the short form 
V(y') = -S2 + -^ yrS2S2 + -R2S2 - -RS + / ,S2 (22) 
n y n(n-l) x r n x n xy n(n-l) xr 
= -f(s2 + R2S2 - 2RS ) - (52S2 + s2 )1 
nv y x xy (n-l)x x r xr j 
This is the Goodman and Hartley result ([6] , eqn. 18) for the "exact 
variance" of the estimator y1. 
Appropriate substitutions of correlation coefficients and 
coefficients of variation yield the same sort of criterion as before 
for the comparison of y' and y. If 
Pxy>^ & C23) 
then 
V(y) - V(y') >0 
For large samples the inequality is approximately 
p >s 
'
Xy Y 2Cy (24) 
Within the realm of approximations under consideration tiere a condition 
that 
V(y) - V(y)> 0 
iS PKy>ir ' <25> 
Expressions (24) and (25) are suggestive of a restatement of the 
Goodman and Hartley criterion for comparison of the estimators y1 and "y. 
They gave as a large sample result ([6], eqn. 25) 
V(y) - V(y') = V|(Q - B)2 - (R - B)2], (26) 
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Y 
where Q = — 
X 
and B = —^  , 
Sx 
the population regression coefficient of y on x. Now let us tabulate 
various situations in which one of the three competitors, y, y% and y ' , 
would be a preferable estimator, assuming the large sample formulas are 
valid. In this comparison we ignore the bias of "y by comparing 
variances only. 
Cx R Cx 
Case 1. p  ^2C~~ anc* Px ~2C~' Clearly the simple mean y is 
y |xy y y 
to be preferred because neither (24) nor (25) is satisfied. 
C
" R Cx 
Case 2. K. Px <CQ 2C"~' ratio of means estimator is 
y  « x y  y  
preferable since the condition on the correlation coefficient implies 
V(y) V(y) V(y ') . This case requires that R/Q^ l, i.e. , 
Y - XR<0 
or Cov(r^ ,x^ )<C. 0 
R Cx C Case 3. pr  ^P "^TF~ • The reverse of case 2 occurs here 
y  ' y  ' y  
and y1 is preferable since the assumption implies V(y1) V(y) 2L. V(y). 
This case requires that R/Q^ .1, i.e. , 
Y - XR> 0 
or Cov(ri,xi) ^  0 
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^ R Case 4. P "^rr— and P >— -rr—. This situation is not so | xy ' 2C / xy  ^Q 2C 
clear as those above. The choice is obviously between y1 and ^  and 
actually hinges on whether R is greater than Q or vice versa. Two 
possibilities arise (ignoring the case for R = Q which implies 
V(y) = V(y') by (26) ). First, suppose R > Q, Then + q) 
Q 
implies V(y) V(y ') . Substitution of —  ^for ^  yields 
Q y xy 
B >|(Q + R) 2 
or B - Q ^  |(R - Q) 
The Goodman and Hartley result (26) may be written 
V(y) - V(y') = V(R-Q)[2(B-Q)-(R-Q)] 
so that V(fy)> V( y ' )  if 2(B-Q) - (R-Q) >0, 
or if (B-Q) > ^-(R-Q) . 
This establishes the inequality on as a condition that V(y) be 
greater than V(y'). In a practical sense the condition is a stringent 
one, since nearly equivalent coefficients of variation are frequently 
encountered in the x and y populations. Such a situation would require 
a correlation near unity. 
Now suppose R <Q. Then P -^^ —(1 + % implies V^ y) ^  V(y') . 
> xy y 
As before, substitution and employment of the Goodman and Hartley 
formula establish the result. 
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4. Unbiased Ratio-Type Estimators in Stratified Sampling 
In this section we shall present an obvious extension of the 
results given in section 2 above that parallels one of Nieto's results 
[13] in the same manner that the formulations for simple random sampling 
find their counterparts in certain formulas given by Goodman and 
Hartley. In addition, a sort of "combined" type of estimator will be 
developed. 
a. Separate estimator. Let h index the strata (h = 1, 2, ..., L) 
and let i index the sampling units within strata (i = 1, 2, ..., N^ )• 
Let ^ Nh = N. Sample size within the h-th stratum will be denoted by 
n^ . Population means for the strata are indicated by Y^ , X^ , and R^ , 
with corresponding sample quantities y^ , x^ , and r^ . 
If the unbiased estimator y^  is formed within each stratum, 
then obviously a weighted sum of such estimators is an unbiased estimate 
of the grand mean 
<V1)nh 
For we have N 
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s 
J1 
The variance of y1 is written simply as 
" £ 
V v(?p =2i
T<"A> 
where V(y^ ) is expression (14), (15'), or (15), with each N, each n, and 
each mean, power sum, and moment in those formulas carrying the sub­
script h. 
A special case of practical importance is that which arises when 
samples of size two are drawn from equal-sized strata, = N, say. 
In this case 
y  
and from (20) 
1 ST. 
5 - ^  [vh + (i;h - Vh>] 
v(yP= gZ' 
+ h + ' liWxrh] 
If the finite correction, 2/N in this case, is sufficiently small, then 
the variance can be written, following the argument leading to (21) and 
(22) ,  
V<S-s> * ^ 2 7(Syh + 44 + " 2Vxyh + Sxrh) 
which is exactly equivalent to Nieto's formula ([13], eqn. 39) for the 
same case. 
b. "Combined" estimator. Rather than forming a y1 estimate in 
each of the strata ind.vidually, we may construct an estimator by taking 
each component of the y1 formula as an element to estimate over all 
strata, and then combining the elements with a correction for bias. The 
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following theorem establishes such an estimator. 
-N, 
Let ht "2ry 
ti­
ll 
N, 
xst "liTh 
N, 
Z N rst = r' 
Then for random sampling without replacement y", defined by 
N2 N, -n, s , 
Tu _ r. r. X , > h h h xrh 
U + <y,t ' v«t> +2 
1,2 \ "h 
is an unbiased estimator of Y. 
The proof of the unbiasedness will be given in partitional notation 
with extension of the basic rules. Outside brackets, either round or 
square, denote summations over strata, and inside expressions are the 
summations over sampling units within strata. Sampling is not involved 
at the stratum stage so that outside square-to-round bracket conversions 
and vice versa are not encumbered with constant terms upon taking 
expectations. The inside terms are treated in the same manner as 
displayed in the development of y'. 
It is sufficient to show that 
,2 
fy- _ - - , Nh"°h ) 
I Vst ~ Xstrst 2 n2 Sxrhj = 0 
We have 
XR 
E H4 =  
= ^2 ((100))((001)) 
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= -  ((100)(001))  +  -  [(100); (001)]  
N N 
= — [[010]]  + -,[[(100)(001)]] + -  [(100);(001)]  
N N N 
and 
E [xstrs^ = E 
= Epk(100)(001) + [5^<l00)'^<001)1 , Mk 
f/Nu _ N2 _ \ N _ N _ 1 
= Ef/^ I^O) +—Îi_[(i00)(001)]) + [-^ -(100)~(001)]V, 
|\N N / Wnh iNnlc J 
, N , N (IL-1) , 
= -  [-û(010)] + -,[ .% [(100)(001)]] + -  [(100);(001)] 
IT "h N lVi;nh N 
The third term is 
« 4 ^ - .  
fe ¥? -4 • ^  
, N, (N -IL ) , N -il 
- (vi)\(010)1 " ^ ià^(100)(001>] 
1 r"h^ h-nh^  1 1 r Nh_nh 
• N2' W-V-V010" " ^ ^V01011 
;2[(r^[(100)<001)11 
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Combining these three expressions and collecting terms yields 
N, (11,-1) N,-n, -, 
" (5^ - (i^ j Uioo) (oox)]] 
The internal coefficients are easily seen to vanish identically, which 
establishes the result that y" is an unbiased estimator of Y. 
Working out the variance of y" is a tedious and exasperating 
exercise in any event--we shall confine ourselves here to an outline of 
the variance development for the useful special case in which strata are 
of equal size and samples of equal si.;e are drawn from each stratum. A 
derivation of the variance formula for the general case proceeds in the 
same fashion as for equal strata and equal samples, but with the 
retention of subscripted coefficients inside the sums over strata. 
Slight notational revisions will be adopted as follows. 
Let N, = N and n, = n (h = 1, 2, . . ., L) . 
say, and similarly, 
x x 
st 
r r 
st 
and 
sxrh = (yh " Vh> ' 
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Then the estimator for this simplified case becomes 
— — — — — Tm — it  ^
y" = Xr + y - xr + — 2_(yh"Xhrh^  
L N(n-l) h h h 
- - . f, , N-n ~ -- N-n *> - -
= ^ . + LN(n-l)J y - - ^N(n-l) ^ 
_ ((100)) ((00D) ; 
LN Ln  ^L-Nn(n.L) 
((0Ï0)) - ((lÔO)X(OOl)) 
(  Nn(n-l) > Ln 
N _ n  ( (100)(001))  
L2Nn2(n-l) 
((100))((001)) + LN-1 ((010)) - N"1 ([(100)(001)]) 
LNn L Nn(n-l) L Nn(n-l) 
1  [ (100);(001)]  
LV 
.2 
For the variance of y" we need to find E(y" ). There are four 
squared terms and six cross product terms to evaluate. The approach 
will be to find the expectation of each of these ten expressions, write 
the results as power sums, and then align all the individual terms in 
a manner that expresses the variance as functions of moment-like 
parameters of the population. 
T 4. n Let a = — 
N 
= n(n-l) 
N(N-l) 
_ n(n-l)(n-2) 
N(N-l)(N-2) 
_ n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3) 
N(N-l)(N-2)(N-3) 
F 
((100))((001)) 
L2Nn y 
2 
= A^°2^ 2 E((001))2 
LN n 
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E((0Ô1))2 = E |((0ÔL)2)+[(0Ô1);(0Ô1)]^  
= [a(002)+b[(001)2]]+[a(001);a(001)] 
= (a-b)((002))+b((001)2)+a2[(001);001] 
The third term in the line above reduces as 
a2[(001);(001)] = -a2((001)2)+a2((001))2 
Then 
((100)X(001))1 = |(a-b)((100))2((002)) 
L Nn i L N n L 
-(a2-b)((100))2((001)2)+a2((001)) 
2 
The second term in y" goes as follows : 
E((0l0))2 = E |((0l0)2)+[(0l0);(0l0)]} 
= [a(020)+b[(010)2]]+[a(010);a(010)] 
= a((020))-b((020))+b((010)2)-a2((010)2)+a2((010))2 
The square of the third term in y" involves 
.2 
1 
E([(100)(001)])' 
E(-(010)+(100)(001))2 
= Ef((010))2+((100)(001))2-2((010))((100)(001))J 
= E|((010)2)+[ (010);(010)]+((100)2(001)2)+[(100)(001);(100)(001)] 
-2((100)(OlO)(0Ô1))-2[(0Î0);(100)(0Ô1)]} 
= [a(020)+b[(010)2]]+[a(010);a(010)]+[a(020)+b[(200)(002)]+2b[(110)(001)] 
+2b[(011)(100)]+c[(200)(001)2]+c[(100)2(002)]+2b[(010)2] 
+4c[(100)(010)(001)]+d[(100)2(001)2]] 
+(continued) 
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+[a(010)+b[(100)(001)];a(010)+b[(100)(001)]] 
-2[a(020)+b[(110)(001)]+b[(010)2]+b[(Oil)(100)]+c[(100)(010)(001)]] 
-2[a(010);a(010)+b[(100)(001)]] 
The internal brackets are broken apart into functions of one-part sums 
and the two-part sums over strata are similarly treated by means of 
the tables of bivariate symmetric functions. Collection of like terms 
then yields 
([(IOO) (ooi)] )12 = % 
(L'Nu(n-l) J L N n (n-l) 
|^-2(b-c)+6(c-d)j((020)+[-(b2-d)+(b-c)-(c-d)}((010)2)+|(b-c)-(c-d)jX 
((200)(002))-4(c-d)((110)(001))-4(c-d)((Oil)(100)) 
+(c-d)((200)(001)2)+(c-d)((100)2(002)) 
+2|(b2-d)+(c-d)^ ((100)(010)(001))-(b2-d)((100)2(001)2)+b2((010))2^  
The fourth term in y" is a two part sum which, when squared, 
contains one-, two-, three-, and four-part sums over strata. While 
somewhat lengthy, the reduction proceeds as before : The original 
expression is spread out as sums over strata; internal squares and 
products of one-part sums are broken into one- and two-part sums and 
the expectations written directly; and finally the various sums over 
strata are converted to products and squares of one-part sums. We have 
E^ [ (100) ; (001) ]~^ 2 = E[-((1Ô0)(0Ô1))+((1ÏÏ0))((0Ô1))}2 
= E^ (  1Ô0) (0Ô1)  2+(  1Ô0)  2((001)  -2(  1Ô0)  ((0Ô1)  (( 1Ô0) (0Ô1) 
= (continued) 
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= E ^ ((1ÏÏ0)2(0Ô1)2)+[(1Ô0)(0Ô1);(1Ô0)(0Ô1)]+((10Ô)2(0Ô1)2) 
+[ (1Ô0)2;(0Ô1)2]+2[(1Ô0)2(0Ô1) ; (0Ôl)]+2[ (1Ô0) ; (100) (OÔl)2] 
+[ (100)2; (OÔl) ; (OÔl)]+[ (100) ; (100) ;(PÔl)2]+2[ (100) (001) ; (100) (OÔl)] 
+4[ (1Ô0) (OÔl) ; (1Ô0) ; (OÔl) ]+[ (1Ô0) ; (100) ; (OÔl) ; (OÔl) ]-2((lÔ0)2(0Ôl)2) 
-2[ (1Ô0)2(0Ô1) ; (OÔl) ]-2[ (1Ô0) ; (1Ô0) (OÔl)2] -2[(lÔ0) (OÔl) ; (1Ô0) (OÔl)] 
-2[ (1Ô0) (OÔl) ; (1Ô0) ; (OÔl) ]] 
Terms like the first, fifth, and sixth cancel. After combining the 
others and writing the expected values we have 
E j[(lÔ0);(0Ôl)]j 2 = [a(200)+b[(100)2];a(002)+b[(OOl)2]] 
+[a(010)+b[(100)(001)];a(010)+b[(100)(001)]] 
+[a(200)+b[(100)2];a(001);a(001)] 
+[a(100);a(100);a(002)+b[(OOl)2]] 
+2[a(010)+b[(100)(001)];a(100);a(001)] 
+[a(100);a(100);a(001);a(001)] 
The internal brackets and the multi-part sums over strata are broken out 
into their components of functions of one-part sums. Collecting terms 
from this expansion gives the desired result. 
("[ (1Ô0) ; (OÔl) j~l 2 = 
l L V J 
-^(a-b)2((200)(002))+(a-b)2((200))((002)) 
+ {-b(a-b)-2a2(a-b)][ |((200) (001)2)+((100)2(002))] 
+[b(a-b)-a2(a-b)j {((200))((001)2)+( (100)2)((002))} 
+(continued) 
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+{-2(a2-b)2-4a2(a2-b)^ ((100)2(001)2)+(a2-b)2((100)2)((Û01)2) 
-(a-b)2((010)2)+(a-b)2((010))2+[4a2(a-b)-2b(a-b)}((100)(010)(001)) 
+|-2a2(a-b)+2b(a-b)J((010))((100)(001))+{(a2-b)2+a4}((100)(001))2 
-2a2(a-b){((100)(010))((001))+((100))((010)(001) )} 
-2a2(a-b)((200)(001))((001))+a2(a-b)((200))((OOl))2 
+4a2(a2-b)|*((100)2(001))((001))+((100)(001)2)((100))^  
-a2(a2-b)[((100)2)((001))2+((100))2((001)2)} 
-2a2(a-b)((100)(002))((100))+a2(a-b)((100))2((002)) 
+2a2(a-b)((100))((010))((001)) 
-|+2a2(a2-b)+2a4j((100)(001))((100))((001))+a4((100))2((001))^  
The product of the first and second terms in y,! is relatively easy 
to evaluate. It contains 
E[((0T0))((001))} = E{((0Ï0) (001))+[ (OlO) ; (001)]} 
= [a(011)+b[(010)(001)]]+[a(010);a(001)] 
Then 
gG(m_i)((ioo))((o3i))((oTo))L 2(LN_i) L-b)((ioo))((on)) 
1 tVn(n-l) J L N n (n-l) \ 
-(a2-b)((100))((010)(001)) 
+a2((100))((010))((001))j 
The product of the first and third terms in y" involves 
E^((0Ô1))([ (100X001)])j = E{((0Ô1)) (-(0l0)+(100) (001))} 
= E{-((001))((010))+((001))((1Ô0) (0Ô1))} 
The first term in the line above was treated in the previous paragraph. 
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For the remaining expression we have 
E( (001)) ( (100) (001)) = E{((1Ô0)(0Ô1)2)+[(1Ô0)(0Ô1);(0Ô1)]} 
= [a(011)+2b[(010)(001)]+b[(100)(002)] 
+c[(100)(OOl)2]] 
+[a(010)+b[(100)(001)];a(001)] 
After expansion and collecting terms we find that 
f-2(N-l) ((100)) ((0Ô1))([ (100X001)]) 2 = -2(N-1) y 
* L4N2n2(n-l) ' L4N2n2(n-l) 
{ab((100))((001))((100)(001))-(ab-c)((100))((100)(OOl)2) 
-ab((100))((010))((001))+ ((b-c)+(ab-c))((100))((010)(001)) 
-2(b-c)((100))((011))+(b-c)((100))((100)(002))"^  
The first-fourth term product in y,r involves 
E((0Ô1))[(1Ô0);(0Ô1)] = E{((1Ô0))((0Ô1))2-((1Ô0)(0Ô1))((0Ô1))} 
= E[((100) (0Ôl)2)+2[(100) (OÔl) ; (OÔl)] 
+[ (1Ô0) ; (OÔl) 2]+[ (1Ô0) ; (OÔl) ; (OÔl) ] 
- ( ( 1Ô0) (OÔl) 2) - [ ( 1Ô0) (OÔl) ; (OÔl) ]} 
= [a(010)+b[(100)(001)];a(001)] 
+[a(100);a(002)+b[(OOl)2]] 
+[a(100);a(001);a(001)] 
Expansion of the sums and collecting terms yields 
rf"~2( (100)) ( (ÔÔl)  [(100) ; (OÔl) ]1 
L L4Nn3 J 
-^ a^(a-b){((100))((010))((001))-((100))((010)(001))} 
+2a(a2-b)((100))((100)(OOl)2) 
-fa(a2-b)+a^ ((ioo))((001))((100) (001)) 
+(continued) 
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+a(a-b)[((100))2((002))-((100))((100)(002))"} 
-a(a2-b)((100))2((001)2)+a3((100))2((001))2 
The second-third term product in y" contains 
E{((OTO))([(IOO)TOOI)])} = E{- ( (010)  2+( (010)  (( 1Ô0) (001))"^  
= E[- ( (olo)2) - [ (olo) ; (olo) ] +((iôo) (olo) (001) ) 
+[(0l0);(lÔ0)(0Ôl)]][ 
= -[a(020)+b[(010)2]] 
-[a(010);a(010)] 
+[a(020)+b[(110)(001)]+b[(010)2] 
+b[(Oil)(100)]+c[(100)(010)(001)]] 
+[a(010);a(010)+b[(100)(001)]] 
Then Eh<f^ > ((010)) ([ (100)(001) J )} = -2(LN-1) (N-l) ^  
(L NnZ(n-l)Z i L N n (n-1) 
-^2(b-c)((020))-ab((010))2 
+(b-c)(((110)(001))+((011)(100))^  
+(ab-c)[((010)2)-((100)(010)(001))jr 
+ab((010))((100)(001))^  
The second-fourth term product in y11 contains 
E( (010))[(100);(0Ô1)] = E J( (100))((010))((001))-((010))((100)(001) )j 
= E|[ (100) (010) ; (0Ôl)]+[ (0Î0) (OÔl) ; (1Ô0)] 
[(1Ô0)5(010);(OÔl)]} 
= [a(II0)+b[(100)(010)];a(001)] 
T-[a(011)+b[ (010) (001) ;a(100)] 
+[a(100);a(010);a(001)] 
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E|-2(LN-1) ((QIC))[(100);(001)A = )( 
IL Nn (n-l) ' L Nn (n-l) 
a^(a-b){((110))((001))-((110)(001))] 
+2a(a2-b)((100)(010)(001)) 
-a(a2-b){((100)(010))((001))+((100))((010)(001))^  
+a(a-b)f((100))((011))-((100)(011))% 
-a3| ((010))((100)(001))-((100))((010))((001) )^ j 
2 
The tenth and final term in E(y" ) has in it 
E{([ (100K001)] ) [(1Ô0) ; (0Ô1)]} = E[((0Î0))((1Ô0)(0Ô1)) 
-((100))((010))((OÔl))-((1Ô0)(OÔl))2 
+(  1Ô0)  ((OÔl)  (( 1Ô0) (OÔl)  ] 
= E{- [ (1Ô0) (OÔl) ; (OÔl) ] - [ (OÎO) (OÔl) ; (1Ô0) ] - [ (1Ô0) ; (OÎO) ; (OÔl) ] 1 
+[ (1Ô0)2(0Ô1) ; (OÔl) ]+[ (1Ô0) ; (1Ô0) (OÔl)2] 
+[ (1Ô0) (OÔl) ; (1Ô0) ;ÇÔ1)]1[ 
= -[a(110)+b[(100)(010)];a(001)]-[a(011)+b[(010)(001)];a(100)] 
~[a(100);a(010);a(001)] 
+[a(110)+2b[(100)(010)]+b[(200)(001)]+c[(100)2(001)];a(001)] 
+[a(100);a(011)+2b[(010)(001)]+b[(100)(002)]+c[(100)(OOl)2] ] 
+[a(010)+b[(100)(001)];a(100);a(001)] 
We notice that the first three lines in the expression above cancel 
against terms appearing in the last three lines. After incorporating 
the simplification, expanding the internal and then the outside multi­
part sums, and collecting terms we find that 
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Ef A2^"1^ ([(100)(001)1)[(100);(001)] A2^"1^ X 
(L Nn (n-l) ' L Nn (n-l) 
(2a(b-c){((110)(001))-((110))((001))] 
+a(b-c) {((200)(001))((001))-((200)(001)2)^  
-2ja(b-c)+a(ab-c)j((100)(010)(001)) 
+ja(b-c)+a(ab-c)}{((100)(010))((001))+((100))((010)(001))} 
+2a(ab-c)((100)2(001)2)-a(ab-c)((100)2(001))((001)) 
+2a(b-c)f((100)(011))-((100))((011))^  
+a(b-c) {((100))((100)(002))-((100)2(002))Tj 
-a(ab-c)((100))((100)(OOl)2) 
+a2b[((100)(001))((010))-((100))((010))((001))"J 
-a2b {((100)(001))2-((100))((001))((100)(001))}^  
2 
Now that the various expressions in E(y" ) have been written out 
we need only subtract Y2 = ((010))2/L2N2 from E(y"2) to have the 
variance of y,!. Although a proper variance formula is now at hand, we 
shall force this development further so that V(y") appears in terms of 
recognizable variances and covariances of the x's, y's, and r's, as in 
the variance for y' in the simple random sampling case. In the present 
instance, however, the situation is complicated by a number of 
additional terms that are analogs of "between strata" components. 
In order to bring about a desirable alignment of the functions of 
power sums it will be convenient to chart a course that indicates 
the combinations which will be formed. To this end the power sums 
will be collected with their coefficients and given an abbreviated 
label. Then correspondences between the power sums and functions 
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of variances and covariances will be noted. Finally the power sums will 
be combined and their coefficients shifted about according to these 
correspondences to provide a variance formula. 
The appearance of some of the coefficients has been altered 
slightly by employing the identities 
a2-b = ^ (a-b) 
2 
and ab-c = —(b-c) 
r 2 Also, several terms previously enumerated in E(y" ) have coefficients 
that vanish when collected. These terms, nine in all, are not included 
in the adjoining table. 
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2 
Table 1. Terms in E(y" ) 
Term Coefficient 
((020)) (LN-1) (a-b) 
L4N2n2(n-l)2 
(N-l)' 
L4N2n2(n-l)2 
-[-2(b-c)+6(c-d) ] 
L N n (n-l) 
((OIO)") 
+ , r[-(b2-d)+(b-c)-(c-d)] 
L N n (n-l) 
LV 
&(a-b)2 - T^ >(^ (b_c) 
L N n (n-l) 
((010))'  iH2D_7a2 + (N-l)' 
L4N2n2(n-l)2 L4N2n2(n-l)2 
+ ^ (a-b)2 + 2g-^ -^ b 
L n L N n (n-l) 
((100)(010)(001)) 
- ^ 2^ 2^  2^  (b2-d)+(c-d)] 
L N n (n-l) 
4—4^ [-b(a-b)+2a (a-b)] 
L n 
+ iffptli(b-d) - a(a 
L N n (n-l) L Nn (n-l) 
1. (continued) 
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Term Coefficient 
( (010))((100)(001))  
LV 
—[b(a-b)-a2(a-b)] 
( (100) 2 (001) 2 )  -^ [(a2-b)2+2a2(a2-b)] 
L n 
4 2 3 
L N n (n-1) 
((100)(001))'  
L n 
((100)2X(001)2) 
-r4<"2-b>2 
L n 
((100)2)((001))2 1 2. 2 , . " ~4a (a "b) 
L n 
((100) (002)) (N-1)' 
L4N2n2(n-l)2 
(c-d) 
+ -~[~b(a-b)+2a2(a-b)] 
L n 
L Nn (n-1) 
((200)(001) ) (N-i y 
L4N2n2(n-l)2 
(c-d) 
H—[-b(a-b)+2a2(a-b)J 
L n 
L Nn (n-1) 
( (200)(001))((001))  X4a2(a-b) + 42<^ ~^  a(b-c) 
L n L Nn (n-1) 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Label 
R 
U 
W 
X 
Term 
0 ((îoor(ooi)X(ooi)) 
( (200) ) ( (001) ) '  
((100)(011)) 
((110)(001)) 
((110))((001)) 
((100)(010))((001)) 
((200)(002)) 
((200))((002)) 
((100)2)((002)) 
((200))((OOl)^ ) 
Coefficient 
4 2,2 
A4 
•a (a -b) - 4(N-1) 
L4N2n3(n-l) 
-a(b-c) 
1 2, , . 
~tt (a'b) 
L n 
4(fzU^ (C.d). a™siix(b„c) 
lYn (n-l)Z L N n (n-1) 
+ .*("-1) a(a-b) + a(b-c) 
L4Nn3(n-l) iA)n^ (n-l) 
2(c-d) - ™^ (b-=) 
lYiiVl) L N n (n-1) 
+ 2(LN-1, a(a.b) + 4(N-1) j(b,c) 
L Nn (n-1) L Nn (n-1) 
a(a-b) - /(f1) a(b-c) 
L Nn (n-1) 
3-1) 
L^ Nn^ (n-l) 
2 2 
•a 
A4 
(a-b) + a(a2-b) 
L Nn (n-1) 
+ a2^ "1^ —[a(b-c) + ^a(b-c)] 
L Nn (n-1) N 
-Tf^ -2[(b-c)-(c-d)] - ^ (a-b)2 
L N n (n-1) 
-T4(a-b) = 
L n 
n 
7f-^ [b(a-b)-a2(a-b)] 
L n 
;^[b(a-b)-a2(a-b)] 
L n 
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The following Table 2 provides a tabulation of functions of 
variances and covariances of the x's, y1 s, and r's, and indicates combi­
nations of the terms in Table 1 that are to be formed to yield them, 
2 
apart from the usual divisors like (N-1) and N (N-1). The levels of 
Table 1 will be used for both the power sum terms and their coefficients, 
differentiating between them by containing the coefficients within 
brackets or parentheses. The object of this tabulation is to absorb all 
the power sum terms into functions of variances and covariances. The 
- 2  
course of Table 2 accomplishes this aim except for Y , which will stand 
alone except for the case when n=2. 
The procedure outlined in Table 2 can be verbalized as follows. To 
. 2 form a term in 2LS ^  apart from a divisor, we take A with its coeffi­
cient (A) and subtract (1/N)(A) times the term labeled B. Term A is 
now eliminated from further consideration. We still have term B to 
contend with, and to the original coefficient must be added (1/N)(A) 
which was "borrowed"' in the first operation. The augmented coefficient 
of B is designated (B*) . To remove B we form5^  Y^ S^ ,^ apart from a 
divisor, by subtracting (1/N)(B*)D from (B*)B, leaving D with augmented 
coefficient (D*). Now D appears in three other terms so that more steps 
are required for its elimination.. These additional steps go in the same 
manner as before, each eliminating another term as well as breaking 
down progressively the coefficient of D. 
In this fashion all the power sums except C are welded into 
functions of variances and covariances. 
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Table 2. Resolution of E(y" ) 
Function to 
appear in V(y") 
(apart from divisor) Composition Remainder 
yh 
(A) A - I(A)B (B + ^A)B = (B*)B 
h xrh (B*)B - —(B*)D (D + p*)D = (D*)D 
yrh (Q)Q - ^(Q)D (D* + ^Q)D = (D**)D 
xyh (R)R - -(R)D (D** + ^R)D = (D***)D 
(V)V - |(V)K - |(V)J (K + |v)K+(J + ~V) J 
+ -9(V)F 
N 
+(F - - V)F 
N 
(K*)K+(J*)J+(F*)F 
(J*)J - -(J*)F (F* + -J*)F = (F**)F 
(K*)K - -(K*)F (F** + ^K*)F = (F***)F 
rh (D***)D - ^ (D***)F (F*** + F=0 (zero) 
*h xh (M) M - —(M)0 (0 + ^4)0 = (0*)0 
RZ\S 
xrh (0*)0 - N(0*)U (U + N0*)U = (U*)U 
r£S 
xyh (T)T - ^ (T)U (U* + ^T)U = 0 (zero) 
(p)p - -(P)I (I + —P)I = 0 (zero) 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Function to 
appear in V(y") 
(apart from divisor) 
<Z>xrh>2 
Composition 
(W)W - |(W)X - ~(Y) 
+ -?(W)H 
N 
(G)G-2N(G)E+N2(G)C 
Remainder 
(X + |w)X + (Y + ^t)Y 
+(H - —9N)H = 0 (zero) 
N 
(E + 2NG)E + (C - N2G)C 
(E + 2NG) =0, so that 
remainder is only 
(C*)C 
Bote: 2 ïhSxrh - I%rh = " Vh>S*rh 
Hence, Y^ S^ rh and^ h^^ h^ xrh ma^  combined to form 
(B*)(N-l)2Z-S2rh + (D*** + ^ B*)N2(N-1)^ .X^ S^  
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In the lower portion of the remainder column of Table 2 the 
remaining parts of coefficients are asserted to vanish. That they do 
actually reduce to zero is a matter of straightforward manipulation. 
Let us now write out V(y") in full in order to have a definite 
reference point for the discussion to follow. 
V(y") 
r(LN-l)2CN-n) 2(N-~~x 2 
4 i 2 4 3 
L rn(n-l) L N (N 
l) («-n) /3(n-2) A 
-2)n(n-l)V (N-3) / 
s2 S2 
xh rh 
f 4(LN-1) (N-1) (N-n) ~) Jg2 
L4N3(N-2)n(n-l) J yh 
f4(N-l)(N-n)/r1 _ (N-1) (n-2)\ _ 2(LN-l)(N-n) 7 Sj. „ 
(L4N2(N-2)n \ (N-3) (n-1) / L4N2(N-2)n(n-l) J YRH 
f4(N-1) (N-n) A _ (N-1) (n-2)\ _ 2(LN-l)(N-n) 1^ :• Z 
[L4N2(N-2)n \ (N-3) (n-1)/ L4N2(N-2)n(n-l)  ^ Xyh 
( L N (N-2)n(n-l) X N-3I LNn J 
{; 
(i - x?s2, 
N (N-2)n(n-1) \ N-3/)  ^rh 
f; 
-^fi -
n(n-l)\ N-3 /J 
fiM+2(M)(N.n)W-
( L Nn L N(N-2)n J h 
+ C2iN=ni _ 2(N-!)(N-n)W-
! LNn L N(N-2)n J a1 
(N-1) (N-n)(n-2) + (N-n) _ 2(N-l)(N-n) 
L4N(N-2)(N-3)n(n-l) L4Nn L4N(N-2)n 
j , (N-l)2(N-n)(n-2) + (N-n) _ 2(N-1)(N-n) 
L4N(N-2)(N-3)n(n-l) L4Nn L4N(N-2)n 
(N-l)2(N-n) ( _ az2V)5 -2 2 
LV(H-2)r' -I -JtiVxh 
,= 4 
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/-2ÇLN-1) (N-n) _ 4(N-1) (N-n)] - 5-
[L3N2n(n-l) L3N2(N-2)n ) Xyh 
'ist1!5'»1'* * '-"V • 
; [ (N-1)3 /-n(n-l) , (n-2) (n-3) f _ u-2l\ _ (N-n)2 
(L4N3n(n-l) X N(N-l) (N-2) (N-3) *- N-3-*/ iVn2 
+ 2(N-l)3(N-n) /L + 3(n-2)\7Tg2 
L4N4(N-2)n(n-l)V (N-3)'J Xrh 
+ C 2(N-1)2 /n(n-l) (n-2) (n-3) + (n-2)(N-n)\ + 2(N-n)2 
( L4Nn(n-1)\N(N-1) (N-2)(N-3) (N-2)(N-3)/ L4N(N-l)n2 
+ 2(N-n) _ 4(N-1) (N-n) _ 8(N-l)2(N-n) (n-2) ")^ 5 g (2?) 
L4Nn L4N(N-2)n LV(N-2) (N-3)n(n-l) J " 
c. Discussion of the estimators and y". The separate estimator 
y^ is an obvious application of the simple unbiased estimator y' to 
stratified sample designs. Its major defect, apart from the possible 
weight of computation, is that the strata means of the concommitant 
variable x must all be known individually. This is a stringent require­
ment that may not often be met in practice. In sample surveys of 
agriculture, for example, strata may be geographic elements with 
artificial boundaries such that no "x" information exists for the strata 
as defined for the survey. 
The estimator y" provides at least a theoretical answer to this 
obstacle posed by the separate estimator y^. Only the grand mean of the 
x population need be known to form y". Moreover, computation of 
estimates does not appear to offer undue difficulty. On these grounds, 
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then, the estimator y" is evidently a valid competitor of y^. As we 
shall see from the following approximate analysis y" also appears to 
stand fairly well when judged on the basis of variance. 
The variance formula given in the previous section is too cumber­
some for effective interpretation. Once again we shall consider the 
practically important special case of samples of size two from each 
stratum. With a little rearrangement we have then 
- L + {IVyrh + %\Sxyh] 
+ ^ 5Vxh " "LZ (l " l + s)&ISxyh 
+ Ùi1 ' yf?S^ Svi, + (^ Sxrh>2j 
+ ^ M + 7 ~  9 ^ 1  ( 2 8 )  
In order to compare the estimators y^ and y" we form the difference 
of their variances, neglecting high order terms as before. 
V(y") - V(yp * ^ 1<>VR>2s1 +^BV><VV2h> 
+ ^ [<sxr)2+s^ -^B=2rh + 44) 
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™here \r = lZSxrh> §x = L^idi" and §r = L^rh' 
The first two terms, with a different meaning for the R's, have the 
same appearance as the expression for the difference between the vari­
ances of "combined" and "separate" ratio estimators given by Cochran ([1], 
page 132), where he was dealing with ratios of means rather than means 
of ratios. The last term could be as much as 2L times the third term 
and is certainly negative. The second term should be small if the ratio 
estimators are appropriate, i.e., if the y and x relationship is approxi­
mated by a straight line through the origin. So the issue seems to hinge 
mainly on the first and fourth terms. For (x,y) populations describable 
by a line through the origin, one would expect the correlation between 
2 - - 2 
x and r to be small. Then, the sum of products of by (R^-R) and 
2 
alternatively by is the determining factor. If the R^ are nearly 
constant from stratum to stratum the combined estimator y" is likely to 
be more precise. In any event this sort of approximate analysis indicates 
that y" does not appear to suffer unduly by comparison with y\ 
5. Unbiased Ratio Estimators in Two-stage Sampling 
We assume a finite universe of N primary units, each containing 
elements or subunits. For the sample n primary sampling units (psu.s) 
are selected and nu elements are selected within each psu. We observe 
y and x on each selected element, and in addition there is information 
available regarding means or totals of the x population. 
There are several possibilities open to consideration. One may 
view two-stage sampling as a generalization of stratified sampling and 
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proceed to construct analogs of the separate and "combined" estimators 
developed previously. In those estimators ratios (y/x) were formed on 
the observed values for the sampling units which correspond to the sub-
units in two-stage sampling. Intuitively it seems clear that ratios 
in estimation should be formed at the highest stage of sampling, the 
psu. level in the present case, so that variation among the psu.s may be 
brought under control. Ordinarily it is the variation among peu.s that 
is the major source of sampling error in two-stage designs. This is 
particularly evident if element ratios are employed in a fashion 
analogous to separate ratios in stratified sampling. Here the ratios 
can only be effective in suppressing the "within" variance of individual 
psu. means, while the "between primary" variance remains as the most 
important source of variation in the estimator. The notion that 
estimators formed with subunit ratios may fail to be effective is con­
firmed by some results to be presented in this section. 
The principal emphasis of this section will be development of 
estimators that force psu. variation under some control by forming 
ratios of sample psu. totals or means rather than dealing with ratios of 
observations on the subunits. The analogs of the estimators in strati­
fied sampling, depending upon subunit ratios, will also be given. 
In order to develop the first set of unbiased estimators, sampling 
without replacement at the first stage has been assumed. Such an 
assumption might be viewed as compromising original intentions, but many 
two-stage sampling schemes do rely on sampling with replacement in order 
to incorporate varying selection probabilities. (See Cochran's 
discussion ([1] , page 20$.) 
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a. Primary units of equal size. The following general proposition 
e s t a b l i s h e s  t h e  c o u r s e  t o  b e  t a k e n .  L e t  t ^  a n d  u ^  ( 1 = 1 ,  2 ,  . n )  b e  
estimates such that E(t.) = T and E(u.) = U. Suppose .Ej(t.u ) = TU. 
1 1 1 J 
(This condition is satisfied if sampling is with replacement.) Then an 
unbiased estimate of the covariance of t^ and u^ is 
1 4r 
est Cov(t^) = — 2-(tj,-t)(ui-u) 
Stu 
where t = — . and u = —Tu. . 
n i n ^  l 
This simple lemma undoubtedly has appeared elsewhere. For proof it is 
sufficient to find the expectation of s^ . 
tu 
E($tu) = i - nî"| 
• ^ (irzvi -
= j(n-l)E(t^) - (n-l)TuV 
= 
E(tj.ui) - TU 
= Gov (t^uu) 
Now consider a two-stage sampling scheme in which n psu.s are drawn 
at random with replacement from a total of N psu.s in the universe. 
Suppose that the psu.s are of equal size so that at the second stage m 
subunits are drawn at random from M in each selected psu without replace­
ment . Recalling the fundamental covariance identity for ratios and 
employing the construction above lead to the formulas we seek. 
Let i index the psu.s and j index the subunits. Means at the 
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1 - 1 
second stage are denoted by Y. = — Z.Y.. , y. = — 2. y • • 
° J i Mjij' J x mj-'ij 
and the grand mean is Y = , y = ^ ^y.^ 
The definitions for the x's are exactly parallel. 
We have 
c°it • - s(p.) - e|^  E(x.) 
Then an unbiased estimator of Y is 
y' = X 
n Z r  + e s t  C o v ( r  •  ^  
The covariance estimate is obtained from the lemma by setting t.=y./x. i l l  
and u.=x.. The estimator may be written as il 
y' = Xt + s -
CiXi 
= %t + ^ (y - Ex) (29) 
The estimator y' incorporates several desirable features. It is 
based on ratios of psu. means, only the grand mean of the x's is 
required, it appears to be computationally reasonable, and it is un­
biased. 
We proceed next to derive the variance of y'. 
V(y') = E(y'-Y)2 = E|E + ^(y-tx) - fj2 
= -=fl 2 
Then (n-l)^V(y') = n2V(y) + n2Et2(x-X)2 + E(Y-tX)2 - 2n2Et(y-Y)(x-X) 
+ 2nE(y-Y)(Y-tX) - 2nEt(x-X) (Y-tl) (30) 
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Although it is difficult to evaluate, the expression above provides a 
clue to the precision of the estimator y1 since V(y') contains the 
variance of the simple estimate y plus other terms, some of which are 
certainly positive and others whose signs depend upon the populations 
being sampled. 
There will be occasion to employ partitional notation in connection 
with the first stage of sampling. The first two positions in the 
triplets will show powers of x^ and y^. The third position in the 
triplets will be occupied by the t's so that, for example, (011)=]Fy^t^ 
and [(100X002)]= Zx.t2. 
The second term of (30) when expanded contains E(x2t2), E(xt2), and 
E(t2). These expected values work out as follows. 
E(t2) = V(t) + T2 = ^ V(t ) + T2 
E(X£2) 
= V|Z;I<ZTI)2] 
= ^e|(1Ô0)(0Ô1)2^  
= ^ E^OÏL] + 2[ (010X001)] + [(100X002)] + [ (100X001)2] J 
= Cov(yiti) 
n L 
, + nYT + 2n(n-l)YT + n(n-l)X[V(t^)+T2] 
+ n(n-l)(n-2)XT2j 
E(X2T2) 
= ^ 2jcov(y.ti) + (2n-l)YT + (n-l)XV(t,.) + (n-l)2XT2| 
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= ^Ej[020]+[200T(002)]+2[ (1107(001) ]+2[(01lJ( 100)] 
n 
_ 
+[(2007(001)2]+[(100)2(002)]+2[(0T0)2] 
+4[(100)(0Ï0)(001)]+[(100)2(001)2] | 
= -Mn[V(y )+Y2] + n(n-l)[V(xi)+X2][V(t.)+T2] 
n (-
+ 2n(n-l)T[Cov(x y )+XY] + 2n(n-l)X[Cov(y^t_.)+YT] 
+ n(n-l)(n-2)T2[V(x )+R2] + n(n-l)(n-2)X2[V(t.)+T2] 
+ 2n(n-l)Y2 + 4n(n-l)(n-2)XYT + n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)X2T2J 
= ^gW(y.) + (2n-l)Y2 + (n-l)2T2V(x.) + (n-l)2X2V(t.) 
n *• 
+ (n-l)[l+(n-l)(n-2)]X2T2 + (n-1)V(x )V(t ) 
+ 2(n-l)TCov(xiyi) + 4(n-l)2XYT + 2(n-l)XCov(y.t_.)j 
The variances and covariances designated by "V" and "Gov" will be 
stated later in the form of mean squares and products. Combining the 
expressions above with appropriate multipliers gives 
n2Et2(x-l)2 = —V(y. ) + + (n~1) T2V(x.) \ / n x-'i/ n n x i 
+ 4 n -2 (n-1)) X2V(t_.) 
+^[I+(n-1) (n-2)] -2(n-D2+n2}iV -^xCov(y^t) 
+ " 2(2n-l)J^YT + ^V(x.)V(t.) 
+ 2^ "1^ TCov(x.yi) (31) 
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The third term in (30) is simple to evaluate. 
E(Y=-tX)2 = E^Y2 - 2Ht + X2t2] 
= Y2 - 2XYT + ~XV(t ) + X2T2 (32) 
The fourth term in (30), when expanded, contains E(xt), E(yt), and 
E(xyt). 
E(xt) = -ijE 1(100) (001)^ 
n ** J 
= \E[[oTo]+[(iooKooi)]j 
= ^ jnY + n(n-l)XT j 
= if + sdksx 
n n 
E(yt) = ^-E|[011]+[010)(001)]j 
= —^iCov(y^t^) 4- nYT 4- n(n-l)YT^ 
= -^Cov(y. t. ) + YT 
n il 
E(xyt) = 4^(100) (010) (001) J 
= 3E|[020]+[(iio)(ooi)]+[(oTo)2]+[(oiiy(ioo)]+[(ioo)(oTo)(ooi)]J 
= —jjn[V(y^)+Y'-] + n(n-l)T[Cov(x^y^)+XY] + n(n-l)Y2 
+ n(n-l)Y2 + n(n-l)X[Cov(yj,ti)+YT] + n(n-l) (n-2)XYT 
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= 
+ n
-Y2 + (n~l)TCov(xiyj.) + (n-l)XCov(y^t^) + n(n-l)XYïj 
n 
Then -2n2E t(y-Y)(x-X) = -2V(y ) - 2(n-l)TCov(x/y^) + 2XCov(yitj,) (33) 
The fifth term in (30) involves nothing new and can be written out 
directly. 
2nE(y-Y)(Y-tl) = -2XCov(y^t^) (34) 
The sixth and last term of (30) also contains terms like those 
already evaluated. 
-2nE t(x-X) (Y-tX) = -2Y2 + 2n/l- ^^T + ^XOov(y^t^) 
* n ' 
- 2n^ - ^jx2V(tf) - 2n^l - jxV (35) 
We now combine (31), (32), (33), (34), (35), and n2V(y) and collect 
like terms to give the variance of y1. 
(n-l)2V(y') = n2V(y) - ^V(9.) 4- T2V(x.) + ^V(x.)V(t.) 
- TOov(x.y.) -r ^(Y-XT)2 (36) 
The structure of the variance of y1 is clear from (36). To elabo­
rate that formula for interpretive purposes it is necessary to write out 
the variances and covariances as population mean squares and products. 
The tables below provide definitions for the x's and y's and xy 
products. 
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Sums of Squares for the Population 
d. f. 
y 
Sum Sqrs. Mean Sqr. 
x 
Sum Sqrs. Mean Sqr. 
Between psu.s N-1 M^ÇY.-Y)2 My2«By2 «laL-S)2 
"x2^x2 
Within psu.s N(M-l) 25CY..-Y.)2 wy2 52(x..-x.)2 Wx2 
Sums of Products for the Population 
Sum Prods. Mean Prod, 
Between psu.s M5;(Xi-X)(ïi-Y) W 4MB 
xy xy 
Within psu.s Wxy 
General theory for two-stage sampling gives the necessary frame to 
identify the mean squares and products above with the items in the 
variance formula. (See, for example, [1] Chapter 10, section 4.) 
Recalling that the sampling is with replacement at the first stage and 
without replacement at the second stage, we have 
*?>-¥ % +^(v + ¥) 
V(yi) = nV(y) 
= MiE + +-2i\ 
M m N y y2 M J 
V(x^) = nV(x) 
M-m ™x2 K-l/ Wx2\ 
"TT V1- "iXBx2 + — j 
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Cov(x^y^) = nCov(xy) 
= ±5 &Z + + !kz\ 
1T\ xy M J M m 
The ratios t^ require a little more attention. Let the conditional 
expectation given unit i be denoted by E. We have 
i 
E(t.) = T. 
Averaging over psu.s gives 
EE(t.) = E(T.) 
i 1 x 
-i&i 
= T 
Consider (t^-T) - (t^-T^) + (T^-T) 
Then E(t.-T)2 = E(t.-T.)2 + (T.-T)2 
i l i l l x i 
Now 
= QtV say, 
where the summation is over all possible samples of m. Averaging over 
psu.s gives 
2 1st 2 
fti EE(t._T.) = 5^, 
Also E(T.-T)2 = |£(T.-T): 
Therefore V(t^) = E(t^-T)2 
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= oL+<4' say> 
= nV(t) 
After consolidating the various expressions above the variance is 
rewritten as 
V(y') = V(y) + n^-D^-XT)2 + T2V(x) + ^ V(x)V(t) - 2TCov(xy) (37) 
b. Primary units of unequal size. In this section the results of 
the previous section are generalized to include sampling psu.s of 
unequal size with unequal probabilities at the first stage. 
Let the probability of selection of the ith unit be p^ on each draw 
(replacement sampling at the first stage). Each psu. will contain frL 
subunits, of which nu are drawn at random without replacement from each 
selected psu. Further notation, definitions, and some immediate 
consequences follow. 
Let %M. = M 
1 £Mi -
Then E(y) = Y 
Also let E(t.) = T. 
i 1 1 
E(T.) = ZpA 
= T 
M. 
x ~ Let v. = —— x. 
i MPj. i 
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Then v = —%v. = x 
n l 
By the lemma of section a_ 
•H 
stv = ^Î^Ct-ÎXvj-v) 
is an unbiased estimate of Cov(v^t^). By the property t^=y^/x^ we have 
E(stv) = Cov(vit_L) 
= Y - XT 
Also E(t) = E(^2 t.) = ZE(t ) 11 i n i l 
- Z>A 
= T 
The properties above lead directly to an unbiased estimator given 
by 
y' = Xt + (38) 
Formula (37) is the correct variance for the estimator in the 
general case, but the components need revision to account for the more 
complicated sample design. 
M_. -m_. 
PH v < ? ) = â^4. 
V(ï)=^fZS y sxi+Zî7<W>2] 
V<E> - + ZPi(VT>2] 
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c°v(ïy) " s«yi +2j:(xi-Pix>(Yi-PiY^  
nM * i i î î J 
SU" ^ri2.<Yij-V2 
i M^l Z.<xy"xi) 
S*y " M^î Z<Xlj-ii)<ïij"îi) 
2 1 2 
û"ti =/iT\ ZJ^icf Tp ' summati°n over all subsamples. 
a 
c. Estimators based on subunit ratios. Let us first consider 
psu.s of equal size The notation of section 6a will be used here. The 
procedure will be similar to the treatment given ratio-type estimators 
in stratified designs so that sampling without replacement at both 
stages will be assumed. 
For a "separate" estimator a ratio-type estimator is formed in each 
selected psu. and then these individual estimates are averaged. 
Let y't " Vi + 
where r. = - ^ —^ i m <t_x. . j U 
Then y1 = — S'y ! 
's nLJ I 
C 
is an unbiased estimator of Y. 
In order to find the variance of y1 let E mean conditional expecta-
n 
tion given a set of n psu.s. We have 
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so that E(y'-Y)2 = E(y'-Y )2 + E(Y -Y)2 
n s n s n n n 
Regarding the n psu.s as strata provides the result for the first term 
on the right hand side by designating E(yj-Y^)2 as V(y^). 
E(y;-?„)2 - \ Iv(y') 
11 n 
Hence 
Averaging over all samples of n yields 
^-V 2-k2y<yp->yi>' sa?-
And for the remaining term we have 
V(5p = i V(y!) + + By2) 
The simple estimator y in this situation has variance 
v<?> = 1? ¥ + Iffr + Bya) 
so that to be effective y^ must make a significant reduction in V(y|) 
against Even if this were to occur the fact that both variances 
have like second terms, which often contribute more than half the total 
variance, is indicative of the limitations on y^. 
An estimator like that called "combined" for stratified sampling 
can be found for two-stage sampling by considering individually the 
components of the basic formula (1). The estimation formula will be of 
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the form 
y" = Xr 4- constant (y-xr) + correction 
It will be necessary to evaluate E(y-xr). We have 
n2m2E(xr) = E j( (100))((001))} 
= Ef((lÔ0)(0Ôl)) + [(1Ô0);(0Ô1)]} 
= E{[(1Ô1) + [(100X001)]] + [(1Ô0);(0Ô1)]} 
-1 tïï'101> " ï(Eo<101) + ï<Fo<100><ooi) i 
+ 5(FI)- (loo) ; (ooi)] 
- ï 5 fl«101» +[s^î} -
+ n(n-L)m  ((100))((001)) 
N(N-1)M 
Then =6-5) - - m(Mlu4((101)) 
"{BM(M-I)™ " M(N-1)M^"100' (°01^  
n _ 1  
"((100))((001)) 
N(N-l)M^n 
= \ M-I _ ((100X001))! 
£N(M-l)nm N(N-l)Mnj ]UiUi;; M ) 
. Il M-m m-1 n-1 tffiniyï 
[NM " NM(M-l)nm " N(M-l)nm N(N-l)Mn^^ ;; 
- S^_T-((100))((001)) 
N(N-l)tTn 
= _ (M-1) (n- l)m- (N-l)M(m-1) N(n-1).=? ==> 
(N-l)Mnm xy (N-l)n^ 
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Slnce Sxr„ " 
is an unbiased estimator of W , the estimator is 
= %r + XMlSfv-Sr) + 
N(n-l) y (N-l)Mnm xrw 
The variance of y" can be developed in the same manner as in the 
case of y^. We first regard a fixed set of n psu.s as strata and write 
conditional expectations directly by referring to the results for 
stratified sampling. 
E(y"-Y)2 = E(y"-Y )2 + E(Y -Y)2 (39) 
n n n n n 
E(y"-Y,)2= V(y") , 
n n n 
where V(y") is the formula for "combined" estimator in stratified sampling 
n 
(27) with L replaced by n, and n in (27) replaced by m. 
EE(y"-Yn)2 = £ V(J") 
where V(y^) is again formula (27) but with subscripts now running 
i = 1, 2, ..., N rather than h= 1, 2, ..., L; Lis replaced by N, N in 
(27) is replaced by M, and n in (27) is replaced by m. The second term 
in (39) is 
E<V?>2 " 1? 
• lr(-? + v) 
" 5 +E£L(¥+ By2) Then V(y
e 
d. Discussion of estimators in two-stage sampling. The table 
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below will serve to focus the case for estimators based on element 
ratios. 
Estimator Variance 
; r(¥ + v) 
n 
ï(yP v) 
y" N +Ea(^+ =72) 
We have remarked previously that for the simple mean y the second 
term of the variance expression may be expected to outweigh the first 
term in many real situations. Since the two ratio-type estimators above 
contain this same second term any gains in efficiency over the simple 
mean are limited to reductions against the first term. However favorable 
such reductions may be, they will have only moderate effect on the total 
variance when the second term is larger than the first. 
_ • 
Perhaps the most obvious defect of yg is that the psu. totals for 
the x's are necessary. 
For the sake of completeness it should be noted that both y^ and 
y" may be constructed for universes of unequal-sized psu.s. The 
variances, both of which depend upon material presented in the section 
on stratified sampling, require alteration to account for variability in 
psu. sizes. 
The estimator y1 is identical with the estimator y' for simple 
random sampling of primary units with replacement except that the true 
primary means, Y^, 2L , T^, are affected by "within primary" errors. If 
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the "within primary" variation is ignored (by setting m=M), the 
variance formula for y1 reduces to (22), the form of the variance for 
y1 appropriate for replacement sampling. For example, consider the 
variance formula (37) for y. With m=M, we have 
v(y) =^Z(V5>2 
• Ï V<V • 
Similarly, V(x) = ^  V(ÎL) 
V(t) = ^  V(T.) 
Cov(xy) = ^  Cov(Y^,X_) 
Y-XT = Cov(X_,T^) 
Then 
v(?) - i v(ï.) + V(X.)Ï(T.) + i 12V(X.) - f ICOVCY.J.) 
+ °°v2<-h-V <«» 
When differences in definition are reconciled between the terms in 
(40) and the terms in the variance of y1 as given by (22), the two 
formulas are found to be equivalent, except that the terms in (22) con­
tain mean squares rather than variances. To be precise for replacement 
sampling (22) should be written in terms of variances. The discussion 
in section 3b then provides approximate criteria for judging the effec­
tiveness of y' versus the simple mean y, ignoring "within primary" 
variation. For the case of y' we have by rewriting (23), 
V(y) - V(y') 7 0 
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C 
P- - > -if ryj.x; = 2C 
+4 • 
Y 
when T = — 
When the "within primary" variation is accounted for a rearrange­
ment of (37) yields 
V(y) - V(y') > 0 
C= 
if 
>2s(1+I^cE) 
and Gov (x^,t^) is small, 
or T = - . 
X 
1 C; Thus for n not too small one might use the condition p== ^  as an 
y 
approximate basis of judging between yet and y, provided that relative 
variation among the t's can be assumed negligible. 
There is a class of situations in two-stage sampling in which ratio-
type estimators arise naturally without introduction of auxiliary "x" 
variables Consider a universe of unequal-sized psu.s. The unweighted 
mean of means, given by y^ below, is a biased estimator of Y. Bias in 
this estimator may be eliminated by employing formula (38) with each X„ 
coded as one. The coding and redefinition for equal probability 
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sampling go as follows: 
M.N 
xij= 1 h'h 'i = ir 
*i " 1 ' " n^i = î-b * = n m2-M1 
Then the estimator becomes 
'M.N 
y" = t + àï^Mir " 
m (2Mi>'i - yb2_M^ = yb + 
The variance formula (37) is appropriate when the terms are interpreted 
in accordance with the definition of the x's. 
<X) = ÙF - F 
Cov(?î) - Ù *(">• ' " >) 
V(E) = k2<Tt±+ k (^5i - N^i-V 
2 Mi"ml „2 
where no» g- - S 
IX 
It is clear that psu. size and y^ must be positively correlated in order 
that the unbiased estimator y" be effective in contrast to the simple 
unbiased estimator y. 
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B. Variance Estimates in Optimum Sample Designs 
There are some practical situations in which estimation of 
variances or other second degree moments may be of prime importance in 
statistical investigations. In such situations one might set out to 
find good schemes for making the variance estimates. Rather than 
searching for methods to estimate variances for the sake of estimating 
variances, we shall confine ourselves to the problem of using standard 
sample designs appropriate for estimating means and inquire how well one 
estimates variance with these designs. This attitude, we feel is that 
generally adopted by the methodology of sample surveys, namely the views 
that the precision of the point estimates of means and totals should be 
optimum even if the knowledge of what this optimum precision is suffers 
from errors in the variance estimation. This point of view appears to 
be reasonable in so far as the estimates of population parameters are 
usually the main purpose of a sample survey. However, the growing 
interest in using sample surveys for analytic studies may well necessi­
tate that in the future more emphasis should be placed on the precision 
of variance estimation. 
In the course of the discussion to follow certain "optimum" 
designs for variance estimation, are developed as reference points for 
comparison, but it should be noted that these are not proposals for new 
survey allocation procedures. They are standards against which we shall 
contrast estimation procedures for the usual designs in order to more 
fully understand the characteristics of such designs. 
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1. Stratified Sampling 
Let the population of values of interest be denoted by 
(h = 1, 2, L and i = 1, 2, . .., N^), where h indexed the strata and 
i indexes the units within strata. The notation is the same as that 
used in Part A, section 4. With a total sample of n, allocated n^ to 
the h-th stratum, the usual unbiased estimator of the grand mean is 
?st - 2ryh 
t B nh4 y h i  
The variance of y is a weighted sum of variances within strata. 
Ignoring the finite population correction, ïl, the variance is 
Nh 
-6„.-4 5 . 2-^. 
" "h h 
and the usual estimate of the variance is 
. ~
Nh Sh 2 
v ( y
-
) = z7 "• 
Now suppose that a fixed total of n sampling units has been allo­
cated to the strata according to the formula 
nN, S, 
h h (i) 
h Vh 
It is well known that this allocation is optimal in the sense that the 
mean yg{_ has lower variance than the estimates ygt computed with 
different sample allocations. (See [12] and [19].) 
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Our problem is to investigate the behavior of the variance estimate 
v(y t) and to examine the problem whether the allocation (1) produces an 
optimum variance estimate as well as an optimum estimate of the mean. 
Since the answer to the last question will be negative we must finally 
determine the loss in efficiency through using a non-optimal variance 
estimate. This can be carried through in a straight forward manner by 
writing the variance of v(y ) as a function of the n^ and finding the 
which minimize the variance. The allocation for the sample so 
determined will be an optimum allocation for estimating the variance of 
y and can be compared directly with the 11^ allocation or any other 
allocation. 
2 
We first write the variance of s^, ignoring again the finite popu­
lation corrections. (See e.g., [10] chapter 12, section 5.) 
<> 
where is the fourth moment about the mean in the h-th stratum, i.e., 
H*h • f2\i-V4-h 
2 . 2 
and S^ =? (J J^ the variance in the h-th stratum. We 
make the substitution 
4h 
2h A 
h 
so that for large n^ we have the approximate result 
2 Sh „ 
v<sh> 
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and for the estimator y . 
s t  
v[v(yst)] *Z43(fth-l) (2) 
"h 
The next step is to minimize V[v(y ^)] subject to the restriction 
> n^=n. Employing the Lagrange multiplier we obtain 
F = V[v(yst)] + X(n-£nh) 
~ 
(3) 
To solve for (^*we add (3) over strata. Substituting for ^ gives 
the optimum allocation for the variance estimate. Call these values n*. 
nN. S 
^ = ZW/W1* (4) 
" f- "here zh= Wf4 > 5 ' 
Z. 
z 
Hence optimum allocation for the variance estimate is proportional to 
the Z^, and is the same as the n^ allocation if the 's are the same 
in all strata t 1) • 
Let us compare the variance of v(yst) under the n* allocation 
against other allocations in order to obtain an expression for the 
efficiency of v(y^^). Let 
y* = y . for the n* allocation 
st la 
y' = y for the n^ allocation 
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V* = V[v(y*)] 
V = V[v(y')] 
V = V[v(yst)] for an arbitrary allocation n^. 
The minimum variance is obtained from (2) by substitution of the 
optimal n* as given by (4). 
=4 
V* = -Sf- (5) 
N 
Then from (2) the difference V - V* is 
V - V* = (6) 
N 
"h" 
Z? nZ4 
=
^™2T3 " ~4 <7) 
by 
N n^ N 
The rise in V relative to V* in terms of the allocations is given 
*2 2 2 /n*- *21 
+ tv1 f ' 
Expression (8) may be verified by substituting for the values of n* as 
given by (4). 
- Z + 2Z 
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(9) 
= ^£(V - V*), by noting the correspondences with (5) and (7). 
For the special case where the n^ = n^, expressions (8) and (9) 
give the loss in precision of the variance estimate when the optimum 
allocation is used for estimating the mean. From (9) we have 
,4 
V'-V* 
V* 
1 • 
nZ4 n
3 fZASh( P 2h~ 
= 7p:[(IKhshY ZKhsh<f32h-l> -(ZVh<p2h-1>;)4) 
The term inside the braces is zero if the ^ 's are the same in all 
strata. Thus there is no loss in precision of the variance estimate if 
the P2's agree, which was apparent from (4). 
If the sample is allocated in proportion to the size of the strata 
(n^=nN^/N), an analysis like that above leads to 
V-V* 
V* 7^,3ZKhsh(P2h-1> - (ZwfcJ) » 
are The loss in precision here is zero if the quantities 
constant over strata. 
A set of results paralleling those above is obtained when a simple 
cost function is brought into the situation as an additional restriction. 
Suppose that costs associated with gathering and processing the sample 
data are in proportion to the number of sampling units, but the cost per 
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unit varies among strata. Let the total fixed cost be C, and denote the 
cost per unit sampled in the h-th stratum by c^ . The cost function may 
be written 
C = 
" Iv-h • 
The problem is to select the n^  which minimize V[v(y )] subject 
to the constraint C = ^ "c^ n^ . We proceed as before. 
G = V[v(yst)] +X(C-2phnh) 
3 G "3NhSh 
A • _Â?(^"1) +Ac> N 
Setting the partials equal to zero and clearing gives 
Ixf 
°Av — 
a 
The expression is eliminated by summing over strata. Then the 
optimum allocation is given by 
"h " TCs! • (10) Hi <p2„-y 
This answer is not yet complete since the allocation is given in terms 
of total sample size n rather than the specified total cost. We may 
eliminate n from (10) by referring to the cost function and making 
appropriate substitutions. For fixed C we have 
c 
- Ivî 
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Zh 
M 
ch 
2 c* 
=h 
Therefore Z. 
cA 
~ " 1\4 
The variance of y under the optimum allocation is 
V[v(y*)] = V* 
Œvt>4 
The difference (V - V*) is obtained just as the development leading 
to (6), (7) and (8). We have 
*2.2X2 k»-, \2 
The difference between the variances may also be written 
1Z 4-V, L-. M4 
V-V* - J'h-tx 
<vtf. ,[&£)' 
ch"h 
Example. The formulas developed above give a fairly precise formal 
statement of the effects of using allocations that are not optimum for 
variance estimation. Some calculations of relative efficiencies may 
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serve to clarify the meaning of the formulas in relation to practical 
situations. 
Suppose that an allocation jn^ =n (constant^  deviates from ^ n*jby 
k sampling units in each stratum, i.e., 
|n* - n| = k. 
(This is only possible if the number of strata is even and for half of 
the strata - n = +k and n* - n = -k for the other half.) Although 
entirely artificial this example does not depend upon the number of 
strata and permits use of the formulas developed above. 
From (8) we have 
V-V* 
V* 
, -^fk4+4nk2(n*-n) 6k2 ) 
" S3 + T J 
= §(S + 6) 
Then 
n y n 
The efficiency of v(y^ ) relative to v(y*), expressed as a percent, is 
then 
Eff.(v) = « . o100 . °L (11) 
K + e\ + l 5(5") 
The table below contains efficiencies for some selected values of n 
and lc. 
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Table 3. Efficiency of v(y ) relative to v(y ) for selected values of 
k and n. Entries in the table are V*/Y expressed as percents. 
k 20 
n 
30 40 
1 99 99 99 
2 94 97 99 
3 88 94 97 
4 81 90 94 
5 73 86 91 
6 65 81 88 
8 50 70 81 
10 39 60 73 
The table indicates that for this example serious losses in efficiency 
of the variance estimate would occur only for rather wide deviations 
from the optimum allocation. In fact, an examination of (11) indicates 
that if k ^ .13n, the efficiency will be more than 90%. 
2. Two-stage Sampling (with equal sample take from primaries) 
Here we shall assume an infinite model of the form 
yij = * + Ui + w.j (12) 
where y^  is the value of an observation on the j-th element in the i-th 
primary sampling unit (psu.). The equal probability expectation of the 
primary population means Y^  is Y. The variables u^  and w„ are 
components associated with the psu. and the element within the psu., 
respectively. The components u^  and w^ . are assumed to be independently 
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2 2 distributed with zero means and variances S and S . Samples of n psu.s 
u w r 
are drawn at random from an infinite universe of psu.s, each containing 
an infinite number of elements. Within selected psu.s m elements are 
chosen at random. 
Under this model the simple mean y = (1/nm)^ ] y. . is an unbiased 
vj 1J 
estimator of Y and has variance 
s2 S2 
V(y) = — + — 
n nm 
The usual unbiased estimate of V(y) can be obtained from the "between 
units" mean square in the analysis of variance given below. 
Analysis of variance of the sample 
d.f. mean square E(mean square) 
2 2 2 
Between units n-1 s, S + mS b w u 
2 2 
Within units n(m-l) s S 
w w 
The variance estimate is then 
2 
Sb 
v(y> = ™ 
Let us impose a cost function on the sampling scheme 
G = c^ n + c^ nm 
C is the total cost of the sample, c^  is the cost associated with a 
unit, and c^  is the cost associated with each element. Our problem is 
to select values of n and m, subject to the cost function, that will 
provide a "best" estimate of V(y). As in the case of stratified 
sampling the approach will be to investigate the effects on the variance 
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of v(y) of varying n and m. In the present instance the variance of the 
estimated variance is a complicated expression that does not yield a 
simple solution for optimal choice of n and m. However, the variance 
formula is reasonably amenable to calculation for specified values of 
population parameter so that optimal choice of sample size may be 
determined numerically. 
The first task in this development is to find the variance of 
V[v(y)]. 
V[v(y)] = "~f~2V(sb) 
n m 
and 
V(s2) = E(s£) - [E(s2)]2 
Once again it is convenient to make use of symmetric functions. 
Outer brackets will refer to sums over psu.s and the inner brackets will 
indicate sums over elements within psu.s. The coefficients in the 
brackets will stand for powers of y „ . Overstrokes for sample values 
are omitted. The necessary conversion formulas are found in [3]. 
X2TL-e(S£) = E{l(yi-y)2}2 
m 
= E(Zy2 - ny2}2 
= sfc((l)2) - -^ ((i))2}2 
/ m nm ' 
= \E|((1)2)2 - f((l)2)((l))2 +i2((l))4] 
= -y^ E j(n-l)2[ (I)4] - 4(n-l)[(l)3;(l)] + (continued) 
n m I 
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+ (n2-2n+3)[(l)2;(l)2]-2(n-3)[(l)2;(!);(!)] 
+ [(U;(l)  ;(!);(!)]]  
= -|^ Ej(n-l)2([[4]-i-4[31j+3[22]+6[212]+[l4]]) 
n m I 
-4(n-l)(i[3];[l]]+3[[21];[l]]+[[l3] ;[!]]) 
+(n3-2n+3)([[2];[2]]+2[[2];[l2]]+[[l2];[l2]]) 
-2(n-3)([[2];[l];[l]]+[[l2];[!];[!]]) 
+[[1];[1];[1];[1]]} (13) 
The first term in the braces is a sum over psu.s and elements of 
y 4.. From the statement of the model (12) we have 
yxj 
yij -<* + «!+ ™ij)4 
= Y4 + 4Y3u. + 4Y3w. . + 6Y2U2 + 6Y2w2. + 12Y2u.w. . + 12Yu?w. . 
x Xj x X] x xj x xj 
+ 12Yu.w7. + 4YuT + 4YwT. + u7 + w7. + 4uTw. . + 4u.wT. + 6u7w2. 
x xj x xj x xj x xj x xj x xj 
E(y4.) = Y4 + 6Y2S2 + 6YS2 + 4YU- + 4YW„ + U. + W. + 6S2S2 
wxj u w 3 3 4 4 uw 
where U's and W's are moments of the distribution of u^  and w^  , i.e., 
E(uJ) = UA 
E(w*j) = W(* 
Then 
Ef f4ll = ETTv. [[ ]]  J2yij
t i 
• Z 
i J 
4 
= nmE(y_) 
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The next term involves the product 
yi/ik= <s + ui + + ui + 
(jfk) 
After performing the multiplication and taking the expected value, 
recalling the independence assumption, we find that 
E[[31]] = nm(m-l)^ Y4 + 6Y2S2 + 3Y2S2 + 4Y2U^  + YW^  + + 3S2S2| 
The remaining terms work out in the same fashion as follows. 
E[[22]] = nm(m-l)) Y4 + 6Y2S2 + 2Y2S2 + 4YU„ + U, + 2S2S2 + S4 T 
l  u  w  3  4  u w w j  
E[[212]] = nm(m-l)(m-2)^  + 6Y2S2 + 4YUg + + Y2S2 + S2S2 j 
E[  I4] ] = nm(m-l)(a-2)(m-3)|Y4 + 6Y2S2 + 4YU^  + 
E[ [3] ; [1] ] = n(n-l)m25f4 + 3Y2S2 + 3Y2S2 + YU, + YW„\ 
I u w J J j 
E[[21] ;[1]] = n(n-l)m2(m-1) jY4 + 3?2S2 + ?2S2 + YU„\ 
L u w j J 
E[[l3] ;[1]] = n(n-l)m2 (m-1) (m-2)j?4 + 3Y2S2 + YU^  
E[[2];[2]] = n(n-l)m2|f4 + S4 + S4 + 2Y2S2 + 2Y2S2 + 2S2S2\ 
L  u  w  u  w  u w j  
E[[2] ;[12]] = n(n-l)m2(m-1)|y4 + 2Y2S2 + f2S2 + S4 + S2S2 ^  
E[[l2] ;[12]] = n(n-l)m2(m-1)2|y4 + 2Y2S2 + S4 ^  
E[ [2] ; [1] ; [ 1] ] = n(n-l)(n-2)m3|Y4 + yV + yV^J 
E[[l2];[!];[!]] = n(n-l)(n-2)m3(m-l)|y4 + Y2S2^  
E[[l];[1];[1];[1]] = n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)m4Y4 
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The terms are now collected, picking up the multiplicative 
i 2 2 2 2 
constants from (13), and subtracting E(s^ ) = (S^  +mg^ ) . Several of 
the terms have coefficients that vanish. These terms that do not appear 
in V(s2) are: ?4, Y2S2, Y2S2, YU^ , and YW^ . The final result is 
n2(n-l)2m2V(s2) = n(n-l)2m4U^  + n(n-l)2mW^  + 4n2(n-l)m3S2S2 
+ ^2n2(n-l)m2 - 3n(n-l)2m|s4 - n(n-l)(n-3)m4S4 
or 
v(%) ™ ™2fX + + <14) 
i nm x \(n-l)m nm ' 
This expression is equivalent to a result given by Tukey ([22], section 
4) in which he found the variances of variance components in a "between"-
"within" sample analysis of variance for a finite population. In order 
to establish the correspondence Tukey's results should be adjusted to 
account for mean squares rather than variance components, and his 
formulas should also be altered for an infinite population. 
Introducing "coefficients of kurtosis" 
u 
ï 2 4 ,  
Sw 
n- 2 dropping terms in 1/n and assuming n is large so that  ^is about 
unity, we obtain the approximate expression 
•  ¥ < % >  *  % 2 - I > + + 4 ^  
m nm nm 
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Then 
(15) 
3 In order to eliminate n from (15) we first factor out the term 1/n and 
then make the substitution from the cost function 
C 
c^ +c^ m 
After a little manipulation the variance expression becomes 
0f2~3) + (^ -3) (16) 
Whether the variance is written as (15) or (16) the usual methods 
for determining generally an m which minimizes the variance lead to an 
involved equation of the fourth degree in m which apparently yields no 
neat solution. Although no general solution has been obtained we may 
study the problem of optimum allocation for the estimated variance by 
numerical methods. 
By ignoring the factor (c^ S4)/C3 in formula (16) we can compute 
values of V[v(y)] relatively by supplying numerical quantities for 
c]/c2> S^ /S^ , jj 2> Y2' an<* m* Relative variances have been computed for 
m = 1, 2, 20 for all combinations of the parameters given below. 
c 1 
c 
= 10, 5, 1, 0.5 
2 
S 
u 
|= 16, 9, 4, 1 
P2 = 4, 3, 2, 1 
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2^ ~ 3, 2, 1 
For each combination of these four parameters that value of m was 
determined which yielded the smallest relative V[v(y)]. Those values 
are the optimal subsample sizes for estimating the variance, and are 
designated as m*. 
To estimate the mean an allocation given by 
is known to be optimal under the assumptions made here. The efficiency 
of v(y) under the m' allocation versus the m* allocation is given in 
Table 4 for the combinations of parameters listed above. The variance 
estimate under the m1 allocation is denoted by v* and by v* under the m* 
allocation. Within the range of the computations a few general 
tendencies stand out. 
2 2 
a) Efficiency of v! increases as the ratio S /S decreases 
w u 
for |32 > 2. 
b) Efficiency of v* increases as ^  increases and as 
2 2 decreases, except for S /S =1. 
' 
r w u 
c) For high cost ratio (c^ c^  = 10) the efficiency of v' 
is generally high and is fairly insensitive to the 
variance components and coefficients of kurtosis. 
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Table 4. Efficiency of v' relative to v* for selected values of c^ /c^ , 
S2/S2,^  2> and ^  ^- Values of m* are given in parentheses. 
cl/c2= 
1 
:10
' 
2 
=16, m'= 
3 
13 
4 
cl/c2= 
1 X 
.10, s%/s 
2 
2
=9, m'= 
U 
3 
9 
4 
1 91(1) 94(9) 95(10) 96(10) i 99(8) 100(8) 100(9) 100(9) 
2 82(1) 90(8) 91(8) 92(9) 2 95(6) 96(7) 97(7) 98(7) 
3 74(1) 85(8) 87(8) 88(8) 3 90(6) 92(6) 93(6) 95(7) 
4 68(1) 82(7) 83(8) 84(8) 4 86(5) 88(6) 90(6) 91(6) 
cl/c2= 
2 2 
•
10
- Vs„' 
=4, m'=6 =10, s2/s 
5 w 
2
=1, m'= 
u 
3 
1 2 3 4 H  1 2 3 4 
1 99(7) 98(7) 98(7) 98(7) 1 90(5) 89(5) 88(5) 87(5) 
2 97(5) 98(5) 99(5) 99(5) 2 100(3) 100(3) 100(3) 100(3) 
3 93(4) 94(4) 96(5) 96(5) 3 96(2) 98(2) 100(3) 100(3) 
4 89(4) 90(4) 92(4) 93(4) 4 92(2) 94(2) 95(2) 97(2) 
Cl/=2= 
1 
15 • 
2 
16, m'=9 
3 4 
cl/c2= 
1 
i5
- 
sl'sl 
2 
=9, m'=7 
3 4 
1 39(1) 87(5) 90(6) 92(6) 1 56(1) 91(4) 93(5) 95(5) 
2 37(1) 83(5) 86(5) 89(6) 2 51(1) 86(4) 89(4) 91(5) 
3 35(1) 80(5) 83(5) 86(5) 3 47(1) 82(4) 85(4) 87(4) 
4 33(1) 77(5) 80(5) 83(5) 4 44(1) 78(4) 81(4) 84(4) 
¥ 
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Table 4. (continued) 
c„/c0 =5, S2/S2=4, m'=4 
'V 2 
1 
w u 
2 3 
c1/c2=5> SW/SU=1' m'"2 
86(1) 100(4) 100(4) 100(4) 1 
77(1) 96(3) 99(3) 100(4) 2 
71(1) 93(3) 95(3) 97(3) 3 
66(1) 90(3) 93(3) 95(3) 4 
98(3) 94(3) 92(3) 90(3) 
97(1) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 
89(1) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 
84(1) 94(1) 100(2) 100(2) 
cl/c2=1> Sw/Su=16' m'=4 Cl/C2=1> Sw/Su=9' m'=3 
c /c =1, S2/S2=4, m'=2 
'1' 2 
1 
w u cl/c2=1' Sw/Su=1' m'*1 
40(1) 68(1) 89(1) 100(2) 1 
39(1) 65(1) 85(1) 100(2) 2 
38(1) 63(1) 82(1) 98(1) 3 
38(1) 61(1) 80(1) 95(1) 4 
100(1) 100(1) 100(1) 100(1) 
100(1) 100(1) 100(1) 100(1) 
100(1) 100(1) 100(1) 100(1) 
100(1) 100(1) 100(1) 100(1) 
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Table 4. (continued) 
w u w u 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
To complete this discussion a few technical notes on computations 
will be added here. An IBM Type 650 Data Processing Machine was pro­
grammed to compute the relative variances, using formula (16) without 
factor (c^ S^ /C3, for each of the specified combinations of the 
2 2 parameters, c,/c , S /S , ft , and Jf., for m=l, m=2, etc., m=20. Output 
1 Z w U j z z 
format was ten variances per card, so that all twenty variances for 
each combination of parameters appeared in two consecutive lines on the 
printed tabulation. 
The lowest relative variance in each set of twenty was determined 
by inspecting the tabulation, and the m producing the lowest variance 
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noted as m*. The efficiencies of v' relative to v* were computed by 
dividing the tabulated relative variance associated with m* by the 
tabulated variance corresponding to m'. 
Some peculiarities in Table 4 are readily explained by observing 
that formula (16) is a third degree function in m. Thus, even when 
values of the function were computed only for integral values of m, two 
relative minima were observed in many of sets of figures. For example, 
the first column in the first set of efficiencies in Table 4 shows that 
for 3C,=1 minimum variance occurred for m=l, otherwise in this set m* 
was between 7 and 10. In these instances the computations showed two 
distinct low points with nearly the same values for the relative 
variance. 
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V. APPENDIX 
A. Tables of Augmented Symmetric Functions 
in Terms of Power Sums and Vice Versa 
Table Al. Trivariate augmented symmetric functions in terms of power 
sums and vice versa. For ( )'s in terms of [ ]1 s read 
across to and including main diagonal; for [ ]'s in terms 
of ( )1 s read down to and including main diagonal. 
Weight 2_a 
[101] [(100)(001)] 
(101) I -1 
(100)(001) 1 I 
[oil] [(010)(001)] 
(Oil) I -1 
(010)(001) 1 I 
Note: in the x, y, r case (101) = (010) 
Table Al. (continued) Weight 3^  
[111] [ (HO) (001) ] [(101)(010)] [(Oil)(100)] [(100)(010)(001)] 
(111) I -1 -1 -1 2 
(110)(001) 1 I 
• • 
-1 
(101)(010) 1 
• 
I 
• 
-1 
(Oil)(100) 1 
• • 
I -1 
(100)(010)(001) 1 1 1 1 I 
N^ote: in the x, y, r, case (111) = (020) 
(101)(010) = (OlO)^  
102 
c 
Table Al. (continued) Weight _3 
[201] [(100)(101)] [(200)(001)] [(100)2(001)] 
(201) I -1 -1 2 
(100)(101) 1 I -2 
(200)(001) 1 
• 
I -1 
(100)^ (001) 1 2 1 I 
[102] [(101)(001)] [(100)(002)] [(100)(OOl)2] 
(102) I -1 -1 2 
(101)(001) 1 I • -2 
(100)(002) 1 
• • 
I -1 
(100)(OOl)^  1 2 1 I 
C Note: for the x, y, r case 
(201) = (110) 
(100)(101) = (100)(010) 
(102) = (Oil) 
(101)(001) = (010)(001) 
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Table Al. (continued) Weight 4^  
[202] [(200)(002)] [(201)(001)] [(102)(100)] [(200)(001)2] 
(202) I -1 -1 -1 2 
(200)(002) 1 I 
• • 
-1 
(201)(001) 1 
• 
I 
• 
-2 
(102)(100) 1 
• • 
I 
• 
(200)(001)2 1 1 2 
• 
I 
(100)2(002) 1 1 
• 
2 
• 
(lOl)2 1 
• • • 
(101)(100)(001) 1 
• 
1 1 
(100)2(001)2 1 1 2 2 1 
(continued) 
[(lOO)2 (002)] [(101)2] [(iQi)(loo)(001)] [(100)2(001)2] 
(202) 2 -1 2 -6 
(200)(002) -1 
• 
1 
(201)(001) 
• 
-1 4 
(102)(100) -2 -1 4 
(200)(OOl)2 
• • 
-1 
(100)2(002) I 
• 
-1 
(101)2 
• 
I -1 2 
(101)(100)(001) 
• 
1 I -4 
(100)^(001)2 1 2 4 I 
%ote: for the x, y, r case 
(202) = (020) (101) = (OlO)2 
(201)(001) = (110)(001) (101)(100)(001) = (100)(010)(001) 
(102)(100) = (011)(100) 
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Table A2. Bivariate augmented symmetric functions in terms of power 
sums and vice versa. For ( )'s in terms of [ ]'s read 
across to and including main diagonal; for [ ]'s in terms 
of ( )'s read down to and including main diagonal. 
Weight 2 
[(11)] [(10)(01)] 
(11) I -1 
(10)(01) 1 I 
Weight 2 
[(21)] [(11)(10)] [(20)(01)] [(10)2(01)] 
(21) I -1 -1 2 
(ID (10) 1 I 
• 
-2 
(20)(01) 1 
• 
I -1 
(10)2(01) 1 2 1 I 
[(12)] [(11)(01)] [(10)(02)] [(10)(01)2] 
(12) I -1 -1 2 
(11)(01) 1 I • -2 
(10)(02) 1 
• 
I -1 
(10)(01)2 1 2 1 I 
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Table A2. (continued) Weight 4 
[(22)] [(20)(02)] [(21)(01)] [(10)(12)] [(20)(01)2] 
(22) I -1 -1 -1 2 
(20)(02) 1 I 
• 
-1 
(21)(01) I -2 
(10)(12) I 
• 
(20)(Ol)^  1 1 2 I 
(10)2(02) 1 1 2 
• 
(ID2 • • 
(11)(10)(01) 1 1 
• 
(10)2(01)2 1 1 2 2 1 
(continued) 
[(10)2(02)] [(11)2] [(11)(10)(01)] [(10)2(01)2 
(22) 2 -1 2 -6 
(20)(02) -1 . 1 
(21)(01) 
• 
-1 4 
(10)(12) -2 -1 4 
(20)(Ol)2 
• • 
-1 
(10)2(02) I 
• 
-1 
(11)2 
• 
I -1 2 
(11)(10)(01) 
• 
1 I -4 
(10)2(01)2 1 2 4 I 
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B. Estimation of Variances of Ratio-Type Estimators 
1. Simple Random sampling—y/ 
An unbiased estimator of the variance of y1 can be constructed 
directly by reference to formula (14) on page 19. Each square bracket 
expression in (14) is replaced by a sample square bracket with a factor 
depending on the weight w of the expression. The factors are the usual 
expansion factors 
N(N-l)...(N-wfl) 
n(n-l)...(n-w+1) 
For n ^ .4 the following formula results after square brackets have 
been converted to power sums and similar terms have been collected. 
 ^v(y!) = (n-i) (n-2) + (n-1) (n-2) (r^ 3)"] 
- F O F R  +  + + W ^ I ( O T O ) 2  
" a(n-2Hn-3)<2°°><°°2> 
~
2l(n- l)(n-2) + n(n-l)(n-2) (n-3)]("0) (0°I) 
+ 
.(n-l)(^ 2) (n-3)}<°7l) <1°0> 
+fn(n-l)(n-2) + n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)}(2°0J(0°1) 
+ a(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)<L°0>^ 0°2) 
k 2  
+2 f N 1 , n+l ly 
i(n-l) (n-2) n(n"2)(n-3) n(n-i)2(n_2)(n-3) I 
(100)(010)(001) 
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f + (^100)2(001)2 (1) 
n(n-l) (n-2) n(n-l) (n-2)(n-3)J 
Goodman and Hartley have suggested a simpler method for estimating 
the variance. (See section 5 of [6] .) Their method is based on drawing 
two independent samples of size n/2 each. If an estimate yj^  is computed 
from the first sample and an estimate y^  is computed from the second 
sample, then 
y' = 2^yl+yP 
is an unbiased estimate of Y, and 
v*(y') = ^ (y{-yp2 where M = 
is an unbiased estimate of the variance of y1. The method can be 
extended beyond the two sample case. 
2. Stratified Sampling--y^  
For the estimator y^  an unbiased estimate of variance is easily 
formed by summing v(y') over strata with appropriate weights. Each 
n and each N in (1) are treated as values for individual strata and 
carry the subscript h. Then 
v<i's) =/^ 2 v(?h> 
This is an unwieldy formula that may not be reasonably applicable 
in practical situations. Moreover, the unbiased estimator of variance 
requires samples of at least four units in each stratum. In order to 
circumvent these two major objectionable characteristics one may employ 
a biased estimate of Variance based on "collapsed strata"1. 
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Suppose that the universe is arranged in paired strata so that for 
each pair the strata are equal-sized. An estimate of the mean is 
computed according to the formula. An estimate of variance is given by 
the sum over paired strata of the squared difference of the estimates 
of the mean. Let j = 1, 2, ..., L/2, index the pairs of strata and let 
y !  and y' be the estimates from the first and second strata within the j2 
j-th pair. Then a biased estimator of the variance of y^  is 
= V(y^ ) + Bias (positive) 
Thus, if one heeds Cochran's warning to form pairs of strata with means 
that do not differ greatly prior to viewing sample results, V* will 
provide an overestimate of variance ( [1] page 105). 
3. Stratified sampling—y" 
It is possible to construct a variance estimator directly from the 
variance formula by forming estimates of each term individually. Such 
an estimator could be obtained by reference to Table 1. Each round 
bracket term in that table could be converted to square brackets with 
appropriate expansion factors to provide unbiased estimates. Such a 
procedure is lengthy and results in a cumbersome formula that would 
appear to have little practical value. 
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A simple estimate of variance can be formed by adapting to 
stratified sampling the Goodman and Hartley method for simple random 
sampling. Let the strata be of equal size N with constant sample size 
m. Select a sample at random from each stratum and form a "combined"1 
estimate y". Replace the selected units and repeat the draw, computing 
an estimate (If the two samples are completely identical, the 
second must be redrawn.) An unbiased estimator of the mean is then 
y" = 
and an unbiased estimate of variance is given by 
v*(y") = ^(yf-yp2 where M = • 
4. Two-stage Sampling--y' 
By regarding the sample psu. ratios y^ /x^  as fixed and not subject 
to sampling variation, i.e., y^ /x_ = t^  = T^ , one may construct a 
variance estimate directly from formula (37). The following development 
assumes that 1/N and m/M are negligible. 
Bivariate partitional notation will be used. The first element in 
a pair will stand for the power of X^  and the second element will stand 
for the power of Y... Inner brackets will refer to sums over subunits ij 
within psu.s and outer brackets will indicate sums over psu.s. 
= 2 2 
Estimate V(y) by s^ /nm where s^  is the between psu. mean square 
from the sample analysis of variance. 
Expand the second term and estimate its parts individually 
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=2 
est. Y = 
m n(n-l) 
-[(01); (01)] 
est. XYT 
est. X2T2 = 
m n(n-l)(n-2) 
1 
•[ (10); (01) ;T±] 
-[(10);(10);T.;Ti, 
m n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3) 
In the same fashion form estimates of the remaining components of (37) 
J2, 
est. T' 'V(x) A-n + 2 9 m"1 \ [(20);T ;T ,] 
[_m n (n-1) (n-2) Mm n"(n-l) (n-2) J 
-Ô-Ô [ [ ( 10) 2] ; T ; T / ] 
m n (n-1)(n-2) 
est. V(x)V(t) = 2 2 .  . ' M 2 
m n (n-1) Mm 
-f1 } [ (20) ;T2] 
n (n-1) J 
+ ~YT t[(10)2];T2] - -[(10); (10); if] 
m n (n-1) m n (n-1)(n-2) 
m2n2(n-l)(n-2) Mm2 
m-1 1 
n2(n-l)(n-2)J 
[[ (10)n ] 
m2n2(n-l)(n-2)(n-3) 
[ (10);(10)  
est. ICov(iy) = | 2 2) + 2 2/ 
'm n (n-1) Mm n (n-1) 
f[(ii);T.] 
+ 2 2 .  
m n (n-1) 
[[(10)(01)];T±] 
- -=-= [ (10) ; (01) ;T ] 
m n (n-1)(n-2) 
Conversion to round brackets will reduce these individual estimates to 
computational formulas. 
A far simpler variance estimate may be formed through alteration 
of the sampling scheme to conform with the Goodman and Hartley method 
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for simple random sampling. If two samples are selected and estimates 
y| and y^  are computed from each, then 
y; - |(y[ + y'2) 
is an unbiased estimate of the mean, and 
v*(y,;) = j;G{ - yp2 
where K •as 
If identical samples are selected then the second must be redrawn. 
